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Chapter 2541: the ultimate deception 

  

“Roar! Outflank from the side and kill the blue fire clan.” The voice of the Red Dragon King resounded 

throughout the audience. 

 

“Damn Fire Dragon Clan, you dare to secretly practice the black dragon head sorcery, aren’t you afraid 

of being exterminated by the Dragon Emperor?” The god-king rank powerhouse of the Blue Fire Clan 

roared angrily. 

 

“Do you think anyone else can go today?” There was madness in the voice of the Red Dragon King. 

 

“All have to die, all have to die.” The voice of the **** king of the evil-headed clan was strangely 

hideous. 

 

“I fought with you.” The **** kings of the blue ghost clan and the red demon clan burst into roars at the 

same time, and rushed towards the red dragon king and the **** king of the evil head clan. 

 

Lu Yang was cautiously far away, for fear of being affected, he said to the Blazing Demon God in his 

consciousness: “Where does the Red Dragon King have the confidence to think that he will definitely be 

able to destroy the Blue Ghost Clan and the Red Devil Clan? Run out, won’t this be leaked?” 

 

The Blazing Demon God shook his head and said: “You don’t understand the horror of the black dragon 

head, even if it is the black dragon head of the main **** rank, if it bites the words of the **** king, it is 

a matter of time to absorb it. The black dragon head is the incarnation of all evil thoughts, even if When 

he has reached the god-king rank, no god-king dares to say that he is not afraid of extraterrestrial 

demons. Once bitten by a black dragon head, evil thoughts will grow in his body, and there is a high 

probability of attracting extraterritorial demons. Fighting at this level is an instant loss of mind. It is 

possible to decide the winner and loser, so with the black dragon head, the defeat of the blue ghost clan 

and the red devil clan is a foregone conclusion.” 

 

Lu Yang nodded. Since that was the case, he had to run away quickly. If he hadn’t escaped from the fire 

gods after the two **** kings were killed, he would definitely be chased by those two **** kings. In 



fact, Lu Yang It is also clear that he has been discovered by the Red Dragon King who arranged the magic 

circle. In this magic circle, he is invisible, but the Red Dragon King has no time to pay attention to him. 

 

Of course, if the Red Dragon King knew that Valdo was in Lu Yang’s hands, the Red Dragon King would 

definitely be very willing to take care of him. 

 

“Roar!” 

 

A thunderous roar sounded not far away, and Lu Yang turned his head to the side in surprise, but the 

next second, he was stunned, because at that moment, hundreds of quasi-god-rank red dragons turned 

He was surrounded. 

 

“Want to run? Do you think you can still escape?” The black dragon head on the shoulders of a quasi-

god-rank fire dragon headed, slammed into the fire element that Lu Yang turned into. 

 

Lu Yang didn’t dare to maintain the form of the fire element anymore, he quickly changed into the form 

of a phoenix, and flew towards the thunder and fire restricted area. 

 

“What are you going to do, enter the thunder and fire restricted area, and you will die if you exceed 10 

meters!” said the Blazing Demon God. 

 

“I know, help me measure the distance, there is no way forward, so I can only take one risk.” Lu Yang 

flew at full speed and slammed into the city wall of the thunder and fire forbidden area where the fog 

was billowing. 

 

Inside the restricted area, the son of the ancient **** who was going to kill Lu Yang before was looking 

towards the battlefield. When he noticed that Lu Yang was flying over, a cruel smile appeared on his 

face. He was waiting for Lu Yang to take the initiative to bump into the restriction of the restricted area. 

 

It has been a long time since I saw the attack of the god-king rank. That kind of power that destroys the 

sky and destroys the earth is the life-saving means left to them by the ancestors of the ancient gods. 

Now there are enemies who are going to die under the means of their ancestors. very excited. 

 



Hundreds of quasi-god dragons were also in the midst of extreme excitement. They thought Lu Yang 

would force their way through. Unexpectedly, Lu Yang turned his head and ran towards the Thunder Fire 

restricted area, flying at a height of more than ten meters. . 

 

“Come up and force him to enter the Thunder Fire restricted area!” The Fire Dragon headed with a grim 

smile, chasing after Lu Yang. 

 

Hundreds of quasi-god dragons flapped their wings one after another, chasing behind Lu Yang at an 

extremely fast speed. 

 

In the form of a phoenix, although it can allow Lu Yang to reach his own limit speed, it is not much 

different from the fire dragon of the quasi-god rank, and he has never been able to shake off these fire 

dragons. 

 

100 metres 

 

80 meters 

 

60 meters 

 

… 

 

The voice of the Blazing Demon God kept ringing in Lu Yang’s consciousness. When he was about to 

collide, the fire dragons behind him accelerated one after another, forming a new encirclement around 

Lu Yang, preventing Lu Yang from suddenly turning to this place. Kind of a trick to get rid of them. 

 

But they still underestimated Lu Yang. At the moment of the collision, Lu Yang activated the clone seed, 

transformed into a phoenix clone, and slammed into the Thunder Fire restricted area. 

 

“run!” 

 



The quasi-god-rank red dragon headed by him roared loudly. At this time, he was already scared out of 

his mind, because at first, the quasi-god-rank red dragon thought that Lu Yang’s idea was to suddenly 

turn around when he was on the verge of the extreme distance of the thunder and fire forbidden area. 

They, that’s why he chased and killed them with a playful attitude, but he didn’t expect Lu Yang to really 

want to die. 

 

That is the prohibition of the god-king rank. Even if it is a random blow from the god-king, the result will 

be devastating, and the scope of the spread is more than tens of kilometers. They are only quasi-gods, 

how can they withstand such power The attack, so he will roar desperately to escape. 

 

The rest of the quasi-god-rank red dragons didn’t need to be reminded. The moment they saw Lu Yang 

hit the ban, they all turned around and ran for their lives. They also knew that this was an attack of the 

god-king rank, and it wasn’t them or gods at all. creatures can contend with. 

 

The lower gods of the four clans in the sky to the **** kings also saw this scene, and even they stopped 

attacking, and quickly moved to dodge farther away. The power of the attack of the king of the gods is 

great, and no one wants to suffer the disaster of Chiyu, so they all run away. 

 

But just when everyone put up their shields and was about to watch how Lu Yang was killed by the 

prohibition of the God-King Rank, the Leihuo forbidden area showed a strange silence. 

 

Lu Yang’s body stopped at a position less than 1 meter above the restricted area, 10 meters above the 

restricted area. Watching his clone fly in, he didn’t stop at all, turned and flew at full speed towards the 

exit. 

 

1 second 

 

2 seconds 

 

3 seconds 

 

… 

 



For a full 10 seconds, there was still no response in the Leihuo restricted area, which made all the **** 

kings stunned, and also made the sons of the ancient gods in the Leihuo restricted area stunned. 

 

Everyone’s first reaction is that the prohibition of the Thunder Fire restricted area has been invalid for 

many years. If this is the case, the Thunder Fire restricted area will no longer be a restricted area. All the 

treasures in it will be stolen in less than a year. This restricted area The ancient **** clan will also be 

slaughtered. 

 

The son of the ancient **** didn’t know the ending, he hurriedly flew to Lu Yang’s avatar in horror, and 

grabbed it with his right hand. 

 

“laugh!” 

 

It’s leaking! 

 

“You bastard, you actually used a false clone with no rank to deceive the Leihuo ban, you should be 

damned!” The son of the ancient **** was furious. 

 

The four powerhouses on the battlefield blinked, and they all reacted quickly. They knew how Lu Yang 

ran just now. 

 

The prohibition over the thunder and fire restricted area is aimed at cultivators. Even if a first-order 

cultivator flies to a height of 10 meters, he will be attacked by the thunder and fire prohibition. 

However, the thunder and fire prohibition cannot attack all targets. If the insects of another world of 

rank fly in, will the thunder fire ban be triggered? That is impossible to trigger. 

 

If even a non-rank insect from another world could trigger the thunder fire ban, the ban would have to 

be split out at least tens of thousands of times a day. Even if the ban could be used indefinitely, it would 

make it impossible for the strong in the ban to practice properly. 

 

More importantly, the powerhouse who set this restriction never thought of using this restriction to kill 

things without rank. 

 



Lu Yang was thinking of giving it a try just now, and he created a clone with no rank and less than a drop 

of magic power on his body and flew in, not to mention the fingers of the son of the ancient god, even if 

it was an insect from another world, With their tentacles, they can also be broken with a single poke. 

 

This kind of clone, which is not even as strong as insects in another world, can’t trigger the thunder and 

fire ban at all, but it can scare away all enemies. 

 

The nearest fire dragon to Lu Yang is also six kilometers away. As long as the upper gods and **** kings 

are not chasing him, he will definitely be able to escape. 

 

“Hurry up and speed up with thunder.” Blazing Demon God said. 

 

“No, if I use it now, the warriors of the four races will know that the general lower gods can’t catch up 

with me, and they will never send quasi gods to hunt me down. If it is replaced by a middle god, I will 

really explain it here. Yes.” Lu Yang said. 

 

“You are gambling.” Blazing Demon God sighed a little. 

 

“No, this is psychology. Believe me, it must be a quasi-god who is chasing me. ” Lu Yang said firmly. 

 

“Damn, catch up with him, don’t let him run away.” The roar of the Red Dragon King resounded through 

the battlefield. 

 

Now only the warriors of the Red Dragon tribe have survived the most, the quasi-gods of the other three 

tribes are almost dead, and the rest are the powerhouses above the lower gods. If a **** kills a quasi-

god, he may be killed and wounded in one move. 

 

The Red Dragon King had the intention to personally chase down and kill Lu Yang, who had teased him, 

but he couldn’t separate himself, and he didn’t want his subordinates to die innocently, so he issued this 

order. 

 

“Kill him!” Hundreds of quasi-god-rank fire dragons chased after Lu Yang. 

 



The rest of the powerhouses such as the lower gods and the middle gods, none of them took a shot, and 

even without even looking at Lu Yang, they threw themselves into their respective battles. 

 

The sons of the ancient gods in the Leihuo restricted area did not attack Lu Yang either. They had an 

ancient agreement and were not allowed to attack any creatures outside the Leihuo restricted area. 

Therefore, even if Lu Yang played him, he could only accept his fate. 

 

While flying, Lu Yang looked behind him, and his perception ability was turned to the maximum. After 

confirming that only the quasi-god chased and killed him, he finally felt relieved. 

 

“Beautiful work.” Blazing Demon God said without hesitation. 

 

“It’s just been too long to be a weakling for so many years.” Lu Yang shook his head helplessly. This time, 

he had a big fate. If it wasn’t for the special prohibition over the Thunder Fire Restricted Area, if it wasn’t 

for the Blue Ghost Clan and the Red Devil Clan. The God King stopped the Red Dragon King, and he really 

couldn’t leave alive. 

 

Even now that he has escaped, he cannot escape the pursuit of these quasi-god-level dragons without 

the thunderbolt taught by the Blazing Demon God. Moreover, he can’t use the thunderbolt now, so he 

must escape from the Fire Dragon King. You can only escape after the perception range, and during this 

period, you have to constantly avoid the fireballs spit out by the fire dragon behind you. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 2542: ghost power 

  

, Raging Fire of Rebirth 

 

The quasi-god-rank fire dragons with black dragon heads, the fireballs spit out are no longer pure 

flames, but contain the power of evil thoughts. 

 



Even if Lu Yang is a demon body, even if he has Chaos Demon Flame and Prisoner Stone, even if these 

black and red fireballs didn’t hit his body, but just flew by his side, that kind of strange evil power also 

invaded Lu Yang. in vivo. 

 

Fortunately, his willpower was strong enough to suppress the evil thoughts in his body and prevent it 

from giving birth to illusions. He flew 30 kilometers quickly, changed directions several times in a row, 

and finally left when he was 50 kilometers away. The magic circle laid out by the four clans. 

 

“Don’t run away. If you can hold on until now, you are considered a demigod strong enough. Accept 

your fate. It’s better to be killed by us than to be killed by an extraterrestrial demon.” The fire dragon 

headed was less than 200 meters away from Lu Yang. Laugh wildly. 

 

“Surrender, I will let you die without pain.” 

 

“A fire demon dares to offend our fire dragon clan, you are really beyond your own power~!” 

 

… 

 

The dragons let out bursts of laughter. 

 

Lu Yang glanced back at them with a smile on his lips, and said, “Sorry, you can’t kill me.” 

 

As soon as the words fell, Lu Yang’s phoenix body with blue flames suddenly burst out with blue-red 

flames, and the next second, Lu Yang’s body made a thunderous sound, and moved forward at three 

times the speed. flew over. 

 

All the fire dragons of the quasi-god rank were stunned, staring at the dragon’s eyes and watching Lu 

Yang fly into the distance so quickly, which made the headed fire dragon pale in shock, and said angrily: 

“Damn, he lied to us again, chased and killed at full speed. , must not let him run away.” 

 

This is the second time that Lu Yang has played with these fire dragons. If it was an accident that Lu Yang 

played with them for the first time, they couldn’t find any excuses for the second time. This kind of 



trampling on the dignity of the fire dragon family, they absolutely cannot tolerate it. Hundreds of quasi-

god-rank fire dragons chased Lu Yang as desperately as they were mad. 

 

After half an hour. 

 

Lu Yang was really unable to fly, and the evil thoughts in his body became more and more fiery, and 

there was a risk that he could not be suppressed. He opened Bandarsburg, summoned the Prisoner 

Stone, and then slaughtered the noisy Waldo with a chaotic demon flame. Chains bound him to the 

Prisoner Stone. 

 

“Ah~!” A strange and shrill scream sounded. The evil thoughts in Lu Yang’s body were attacked by the 

Prisoner Stone, and his body quickly began to dissolve, but at this moment, another scream sounded at 

the same time. 

 

“Return my body, return my body…” 

 

The hairs on Lu Yang’s body stood up, and his soul trembled even more as he muttered to himself, “This 

is the voice of the remnant soul of the Demon God of Divine Flame.” 

 

At the beginning, the Demon God of Blazing Flame had told Lu Yang that the Demon God could not be 

killed. Once the body was recreated with their flesh and blood, the Demon God’s soul would be reborn 

in this rebuilt body, and he would compete with Lu Yang for a new body. Control. 

 

Lu Yang had been guarding against this incident before, but he did not expect that at such a critical 

moment, the devil’s soul would be resurrected. 

 

“What should I do?” Lu Yang asked in panic. 

 

“You must find a safe place. Before you get close enough to the quasi-god, kill the demon god’s remnant 

soul, use the ghost head, don’t worry about consumption, life-saving is the key.” Blazing Demon God 

said. 

 



Lu Yang now needs to consume most of his magic power and spiritual power to suppress the remnant 

soul of the God of Flame God, and half of his magic power needs to maintain flight. In this state, he 

cannot fly the quasi-gods of the Fire Dragon Clan, so he I can only do my best with the artifacts of the 

ghost-faced clan. 

 

“Ghost heads, get up~!” Ten ghost heads appeared in Lu Yang’s hands, each with ten ghost thorns. 

 

Each ghost head has ten opportunities to use, and the ghost thorn can use it once. He flew with the 

prisoner stone on his back, but his speed was slowed down, this time the flight speed was even slower, 

and half of it was useless. Hours later, a roar came from behind. 

 

“Damn bugs, dare to play with us, can you still explode speed this time? I’m going to tear you apart with 

my own hands~!” The fire dragon headed suddenly burst into a faster speed, and the whole body turned 

into a crimson light. , collided with Lu Yang. 

 

The appearance of Lu Yang carrying the God Prisoner’s Stone on his back made the fire dragon clan’s 

strong man see at a glance that Lu Yang was troubled by a demon, which had a lot to do with the special 

fireball they spewed out, so they all thought that Lu Yang was troubled by a demon. Yang didn’t have 

the ability to fight back, so he chased after him at full speed. 

 

“Don’t enjoy it alone, leave half of the corpse for me, I’m going to eat him.” 

 

“Throw his soul into blood purgatory, torment forever~!” 

 

… 

 

All the ten giant dragons rushed over with grinning faces. 

 

ten thousand meters 

 

eight kilometers 

 



six kilometers 

 

… 

 

When the distance between the two sides was less than 500 meters, the ten giant dragons spewed out 

strange fireballs again. Lu Yang became more uncomfortable, and even the flight became unstable, 

which made the fire dragons even more excited. 

 

Lu Yang is really uncomfortable, but he doesn’t dare to attack with ghost heads at will. They are all races 

who are good at flying. They can make quick turns in the air. If Lu Yang misses a hit, they will catch up 

again. Doubly careful. 

 

In order to achieve one-hit kill, he desperately risked falling into a demon, relying entirely on the 

prisoner stone to suppress the changes in the soul within his body, constantly sensing the distance of 

the fire dragon behind him. 

 

100 meters, when the fire dragon behind him was only 100 meters away, the leading fire dragon 

accelerated again, but at this moment, Lu Yang knew that the opportunity was coming, he suddenly 

turned around and threw the ten ghost heads out at the same time. . 

 

“Death to me~!” 

 

At such a close distance, the flight speed of both sides is the speed of sound, and the speed of Lu Yang’s 

throwing ghost heads is faster than the speed of sound, which is equivalent to saying that when ten 

ghost heads collided with a fire dragon, it was twice the speed of sound. of. 

 

“boom” 

 

“boom” 

 

“boom” 

 



… 

 

The explosions were endless, and the ten fire dragons could not escape at this distance. All of them 

were hit by the ghost head. After a strange black light, the ten quasi-god-rank fire dragons did not suffer 

any damage. But without a trace of clarity, the body fell to the ground uncontrollably. 

 

The artifacts made from the heads of the lower god-level elders and the patriarchs of the Ghost Face 

Clan, the spirits that target the target, and the quasi-gods who have not been promoted to the lower 

gods and whose spirits are not stable, are all one-shot kills. 

 

It can be considered that Lu Yang is lucky. If he is holding a physical attack artifact in his hand, it is 

impossible to kill a quasi-god-rank fire dragon with one blow, because the dragon scales of the fire 

dragon are extremely powerful, and the vitality of the dragon family is also extremely strong. No matter 

how he can take a breath, in turn give Lu Yang a fatal blow. 

 

Luckily, Lu Yang was holding a magic weapon to attack the soul. He glanced at the one that fell to the 

ground and lost his breath. He didn’t bother to check what treasures the other party had on him, so he 

found a safe place nearby to recover with all his strength. 

 

But without waiting for half an hour, the fire dragon who was the second approved god-ranker caught 

up. This time there were too many, dozens of them. 

 

Lu Yang didn’t dare to attack them head-on, he quickly turned into a phoenix, and continued to fly away 

with the Prisoner Stone on his back. 

 

Both sides chased and fled. After Lu Yang forcibly persisted for more than an hour, there were only 

twenty fire dragons left behind who could keep up with him. Try to kill them all. 

 

“Boom~!” 

 

A black light lit up a hundred meters behind Lu Yang, and he killed all twenty quasi-god-rank fire 

dragons, but there were twenty ghost thorns missing, leaving only the last eighty. 

 



This is something that Lu Yang will use to save his life when he prepares to fight against the lower gods 

in the future. He didn’t expect to use it on the quasi-god, and he is very helpless under the distressed 

situation, so he can only continue to flee for his life in the distance. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 2543: 3 sides against the enemy 

  

The hundreds of quasi-god-rank fire dragons chased and killed by the Fire Dragon Clan also fell into rage 

at this time. They originally thought that this chase was an ordinary action, and they would soon be able 

to kill Lu Yang and return to the battlefield. They didn’t expect that Lu Yang not only used to deceive 

them to avoid the first pursuit by speeding up, but also killed the thirty strongest among their group of 

quasi-god-rank fire dragons during the second pursuit. 

 

“Kill him and avenge the clan!” A captain-level quasi-sacred fire dragon roared, and flew over with the 

scent of the remaining hundreds of fire dragons chasing Lu Yang. 

 

Lu Yang didn’t deliberately not hide his smell, but he couldn’t hide it anymore. The remnant of the 

demon **** became more and more ferocious. He wanted to take control of his body. It is a miracle to 

be able to fly normally. 

 

“I hope you can help me delay it for a while.” Lu Yang tried his last strength to create a clone of three 

phoenixes and shot them in three directions. He restrained his scent and jumped into the red. White 

and white in the strange soil like mud. 

 

“Don’t help me, this is my own way. If I die, I don’t have this fate.” Lu Yang finally instructed the Blazing 

Devil God, and the soul fought with the devil’s remnant soul in the consciousness space. 

 

This is not a simple battle. The war on the soul is dangerous at any rank. Even in the heyday of the 

Blazing Demon God, facing the attack of the remnant soul of the Demon God, you need to deal with it 

carefully, because both sides are on the soul. devour each other. 

 



Whoever can first bite the opponent’s soul and devour the opponent’s soul will win, and during this 

period, if the soul is bitten by the opponent, it will be a serious injury situation. 

 

Lu Yang had very little combat experience in the soul world, but the opposite demon **** remnant soul 

also had little battle experience, and would only bite at Lu Yang in the form of a demon god. 

 

Soul shape can be changed into any shape, this is the soul characteristic that Lu Yang has researched 

after possessing the body of the devil. 

 

In the real world, Lu Yang can only change into two forms: phoenix and fire demon, but in the state of 

soul, Lu Yang can change into a scorpion, a centipede, an eagle, or a cheetah at will. 

 

In this case, Lu Yang could fight against the remnant soul of the demon **** in a targeted manner. 

Seeing the remnant soul of the demon **** rush over again in the form of his body, Lu Yang suddenly 

transformed into a tiger. With a powerful force, he jumped sideways, and at the same time, he turned 

around and threw himself up, biting off a large piece of soul from the remnant soul of the devil who 

couldn’t turn around. 

 

“Ah!” The Demon God’s Remnant Soul let out a shrill scream, turned around and charged towards Lu 

Yang again. 

 

Just as Lu Yang was about to repeat his old tricks, an illusion appeared in his soul world. This was 

because his inner demon was at work. 

 

“Don’t eat the remnant soul of the demon god, you took his body, you owe him this, you should give it 

back…” A human who looked exactly like Lu Yang stood in front of Lu Yang and kept talking Great truth. 

 

“Let me go!” Lu Yang was determined and determined, and he would not be shaken by the illusion 

created by the demon, but at that moment, Lu Yang’s actions were delayed for a moment. Soul rushed 

up and bit Lu Yang’s shoulder. 

 

“what!” 

 



The pain of the soul is the most unbearable, even Lu Yang can’t resist it, but at this moment, Lu Yang 

took the chance that the remnant soul of the devil bit him, and the soul transformed from a fierce tiger 

into an oriental dragon. The remnant soul of the devil was entangled tightly, and he bit it according to 

the head of the remnant of the devil. 

 

The Demon God’s Remnant Soul struggled desperately, trying to break free, but he didn’t expect Lu Yang 

to get rid of the influence of the demon so quickly, nor did he expect Lu Yang to fight back in such a 

state of pain. 

 

In the battle of the soul world, in the final analysis, it is still the size of the souls of both sides. Lu Yang’s 

soul is far greater than the soul of the remnant soul of the demon god. Therefore, when Lu Yang trapped 

the remnant soul of the demon god, it was doomed that the remnant soul of the demon **** could not 

be easily escape. 

 

“Ah!” This time, it was replaced by the remnant soul of the demon **** and screamed. Half of the soul 

was eaten by Lu Yang, but the remnant soul of the demon **** was not stupid. Taking advantage of the 

chance that half of the soul was eaten, he actually shrunk the soul. The body, escaped from the tight 

end that Lu Yang had shackled. 

 

“Return my body!” The remnant soul of the demon **** rushed over again fiercely. 

 

Lu Yang was also ruthless, rushed towards the remnant of the demon **** and bit each other. It stands 

to reason that he could not do this at all, but the demon attacked again, and dozens of demon **** 

remnants appeared in front of him. The phantom, that is to say, he can’t tell which one is the real 

remnant of the devil. 

 

The only thing Lu Yang could do was to use his body as bait. The remnant soul of the demon **** took 

his first bite. He quickly counterattacked and bit back, relying on his own soul to be stronger, 

desperately trying to kill the remnant soul of the demon god. 

 

When Lu Yang was fighting here, hundreds of fire dragons had already flown over overhead, and each 

giant dragon was frantically sniffing the surrounding scent. 

 

“It’s on the left.” 

 



“It’s on the right.” 

 

“There is ahead.” 

 

… 

 

Hundreds of quasi-god-rank fire dragons frowned, and at this moment, the three fire dragons headed 

out flew out, and they looked at each other. 

 

The first fire dragon said: “That **** reptile must have turned into a clone and ran to three places. We 

divided into three ways to chase and kill, and the original way that was not found returned here and 

waited for the news of the other two.” 

 

“A word is settled.” The other two fire dragons showed hideous expressions at the same time. This was 

the fourth time that they had been played by Lu Yang. 

 

The first giant dragon flew straight ahead with the rest of the dragon clan, but the other black dragon 

head on the giant dragon’s shoulder kept looking around and said in a strange voice, “I have a feeling, 

what’s going on around here? Things are fighting, it’s just that I can’t find them.” 

 

“It’s important to chase and kill that reptile, don’t worry about unimportant things.” The giant dragon 

roared and flew towards the front quickly. 

 

Heilongtou glanced at the ground unwillingly, but in the end he didn’t refute the dragon’s words, which 

made the Blazing Demon God hiding in Lu Yang’s body relieved. 

 

This time, the concealment arrangement was completely arranged by Lu Yang himself, without letting 

the Blazing Demon God intervene. The Blazing Demon God knew that Lu Yang did not want to rely too 

much on him, especially when fighting at the same level. When the Blazing Demon God felt helpless, he 

was very satisfied. 

 

“laugh!” 

 



A white smoke appeared from Lu Yang’s body, which was the smoke that overflowed from the inner 

demon after the prisoner stone under him killed the inner demon. 

 

“Not good!” The Blazing Demon God groaned inwardly. In order to prevent the dragons from 

discovering, Lu Yang did not set up a magic hood to prevent the smoke from escaping. chase. 

 

“Roar!” 

 

The sound of dragon whistling resounded through the sky in an instant, and hundreds of giant dragons 

that flew away almost simultaneously turned around and flew back, aiming at the smoking area on the 

ground and shooting a black-red laser. 

 

This is a full-strength blow after the quasi-god-level charge. Don’t look at it as just a laser, but it can 

punch a hole in ordinary quasi-god-level weapons and shields. If it hits Lu Yang’s body, it will not release 

the Great Nirvana Technique. Next, he will surely die. 

 

The Blazing Demon God saw the laser shot coming. Just when he couldn’t help but want to help, Lu Yang 

opened his eyes, and he violently launched the Great Nirvana Technique. The ground was blown into the 

sky. 

 

“Damn it this time.” Hundreds of quasi-gods of the Dragon Clan thought to themselves. If it were them, 

they would have suffered a full blow from the nearly 100 quasi-gods, and they would have no chance of 

surviving. When the white smoke was flying, ten ghost heads flew towards them. 

 

In an instant, the ghost thorns in the sky flew out from the ghost’s head, hitting the bodies of countless 

dragons, annihilating their souls in their bodies. 

 

Lu Yang appeared in the smoke, turned from a fire element into a phoenix, and after retracting the 

ghost head, he flew straight ahead. 

 

“Thunderbolt” 

 



Lu Yang even used the ability of the Thunder Fire Seed, but it was not that he killed the remnant soul of 

the demon god, but that after he was lucky enough to rely on the prisoner stone to kill the inner demon, 

he was finally able to see the location of the remnant soul of the demon **** normally. Got bitten and 

fought back. 

 

In this way,  Lu Yang can do two things for the time being, enduring the pain of being bitten by the gap 

in his soul, while controlling his body to fly at full speed, while continuing to fight the remnant of the 

devil in his soul. 

 

This kind of battle is actually dodging. After all, most of the attention is on the operation of the magic 

power in the body, and only a small part of the attention is on the soul, which leads him to dodge. 

 

The Demon God’s Remnant Soul noticed Lu Yang’s situation and launched an attack desperately. On the 

other side, the Dragon Clan was already furious and was suddenly attacked. They even lost more than 

30 clansmen. 

 

“Kill him.” The remaining sixty giant dragons frantically pursued and killed Lu Yang. 

 

Lu Yang turned Leihuo to the strongest, and flew forward at ten times the speed, but he didn’t dare to 

hold on for too long. He continued to release his mental power for at most an hour, after which the 

mental power was exhausted. 

 

Once his mental power is gone, Lu Yang will fall into a deep sleep, and he will definitely be killed by the 

remnant soul of the demon god. Therefore, after he flew for more than ten minutes, he transformed 

into three clones again. One of the clones drilled into the ground, and the other The two clones flew to 

the left and right sides. After his body blocked the breath, he flew straight ahead. 

 

The dragons who were catching up were once again confused by Lu Yang. After blowing up the clones 

hidden in the ground, they were divided into three groups and continued to hunt down. 

 

Lu Yang originally thought he could get rid of it, but he didn’t expect that after hiding underground for 

ten minutes, more than twenty giant dragons appeared above his head. 

 



Fortunately, Lu Yang’s transformation into the form of a fire element blocked all his aura, and he was 

still hiding in the ground without light. While the dragon clan didn’t find him, Lu Yang shot a ghost head 

fiercely. 

 

A burst of black light lit up, and the twenty or so quasi-god dragons were killed by Lu Yang, who then 

sank to the ground and fought the final battle with the remnant soul of the demon god! 

 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 2544: Advance quasi-god 

  

Lu Yang must kill the remnant soul of the demon **** as soon as possible. He already feels that the 

thunder fire liquid will finally complete the tempering of his body, allowing him to be promoted to the 

quasi-god rank. 

 

If he can’t kill the remnant soul of the demon **** before that, the remnant soul of the demon **** will 

break through the space at the moment when Lu Yang is promoted to quasi-god, when Lu Yang’s 

consciousness is out of control, and through the connection between the soul and the body, escape to 

any place in the demon god’s body. a place. 

 

At that time, Lu Yang couldn’t do it if he wanted to hunt him down. Unless the remnant soul of the 

demon **** wanted to die, he could swim endlessly in the demon god’s body, because the body itself 

had a part of him, wouldn’t he? excluded. 

 

Once such a situation occurs, Lu Yang will not be able to fully control his body in the future. He must 

make peace with the remnant soul of the demon god. Otherwise, Lu Yang may be attacked by the 

remnant soul of the demon **** in any battle. 

 

As long as Lu Yang releases magic power through his body, the remnant soul of the demon **** can 

control his body at the same time and cancel this spell. Battles of the same rank are dangerous and 



unusual, and a momentary absence may be bombarded by the opponent’s spell, not to mention fighting 

against each other. Spells can’t release this kind of thing. 

 

in the consciousness space. 

 

Lu Yang’s body was like a basketball with all his might to slaughter the remnant soul of the demon god, 

but the remnant spirit of the demon **** was only evaded by a ping-pong ball. 

 

“Don’t even think about killing me, our battle will not end, you will eventually become my food, give up 

the needless resistance.” The remnant soul of the devil let out a piercing laughter, he already had a 

premonition that this space of consciousness was about to restrain him. 

 

Lu Yang made his soul into a tiger form and an eagle form couldn’t catch him. Seeing the time getting 

closer and closer, he became more and more anxious. 

 

“Fight!” Lu Yang suddenly turned his body into a giant snake and chased after the demon god’s remnant 

soul. 

 

The power driven by the huge snake’s body made the snake’s head pounce very fiercely, but the 

problem was that all the underside of the snake’s head were weak points. 

 

The Demon God’s Remnant Soul now has two options. One is to continue to hide and talk to Lu Yang 

about the conditions when it is time to hide in various parts of the body. The other is to kill Lu Yang’s 

soul snake body. Change. 

 

“Don’t try to deceive me, I won’t be fooled.” After the remnant of the devil continued to avoid Lu Yang’s 

snake head attack, he let out an unwilling roar. 

 

Lu Yang stared at the remnant soul of the demon god, and said with a sneer, “This is my strongest form, 

I will not change into any other appearance, you and I will decide the winner with honor, you are the 

demon god, and you have your own pride. , I am a human, and I also have my own dignity, we will win 

or lose this battle once, you win, my body belongs to you, if you lose, you will accept the fate of being 

eaten by me, dare you not.” 

 



“Honor challenge? No one dares to challenge the Demon God with honor. You are courting death.” The 

remnant Soul of the Demon God seemed to have been stimulated by something, so he took the 

initiative to greet Lu Yang and rushed over. 

 

Lu Yang’s snake head bit into the Demon God’s Remnant Soul, but just as Lu Yang was about to bite, the 

Demon God’s Remnant Soul inexplicably moved a few centimeters laterally, avoiding Lu Yang’s snake 

mouth, and at the same time facing Lu Yang’s body seven inches bit into it. 

 

If Lu Yang was bitten in this area, most of his body might be bitten off, but at this moment, Lu Yang’s 

body turned around, exposing his abdomen, where the dragon scales were supposed to be. Suddenly, 

countless tentacles appeared, grabbing the Demon God’s remnant soul and curling up into a ball with 

his body. More tentacles bound the Demon God’s body, even his mouth. 

 

“Shameless!” The Demon God’s remnant roared frantically. 

 

Lu Yang sneered and said, “I originally turned into a centipede, but you didn’t notice it yourself. It’s not 

that I’m being rude, it’s that you are too stupid.” 

 

He took a bite and ate all the remnant soul of the demon **** in his mouth, completely destroying the 

remnant formed this time. In an instant, an unprecedented spiritual joy filled Lu Yang’s soul. 

 

The spiritual power hidden in the soul began to mutate. It was originally like a stick, but now the lower 

end of the stick is not spiritual power, but has become divine power. 

 

Yes, it is divine power! 

 

Lu Yang said in amazement, “How could this happen?” 

 

The voice of the Blazing Demon God came and said, “This is the benefit of swallowing the devil’s soul. He 

will make you feel the state of God in advance, because what you devour is God, and there is only divine 

power in the divine soul, and no spiritual power.” 

 



The key is that Lu Yang devoured the divine power of the god-king level. Although it was a remnant soul 

and had no strength, its essence was the divine power of the god-king level, which was of great benefit 

to Lu Yang. 

 

“I have a feeling that I will be promoted to quasi-god soon.” Lu Yang suddenly felt that the divine soul 

had mutated. In an instant, his divine soul collapsed crazily inward and turned into a ball, blue, red and 

purple. Three-color flames poured into the ball and spun wildly. 

 

This kind of folding on the soul has made Lu Yang almost faint from the pain, but he is still suffering from 

this pain in a awake state. 

 

I don’t know how long it took, it seemed as long as a century, and finally, the ball broke, and a brand 

new soul stretched out from the ball, and finally returned to its original position. 

 

Countless soul threads shot out from the soul, connected with the body, and the surging magic power 

flowed out, washing the body over and over again. At this time, Lu Yang could no longer hide his aura. It 

can be felt within. 

 

“I succeeded.” Lu Yang flew out of the soil, clenched his fists, felt the power after the promotion, and 

said excitedly to the Blazing Demon God. 

 

“I knew you could do it.” The Blazing Flame Demon God was very relieved. 

 

Lu Yang laughed and said, “I can do it, so can you, don’t give up on yourself, and hit the god-king rank 

again.” 

 

The Blazing Demon God was stunned for a moment, and he laughed a little at random. Only then did he 

understand the reason why Lu Yang worked so hard during this time. It turned out that it was because 

he wanted to merge with Lu Yang. 

 

“It’s my fault that I didn’t tell you that the promotion of God King is not just a way of cultivation. I have a 

feeling that if I want to surpass my previous self, I must comprehend another thing, which may be the 

original breath of your earth. It is not something that can be cultivated through cultivation, it is 

something like an epiphany, so I will give up part of my strength.” The Blazing Devil God said. 



 

Lu Yang blinked, he still believed this statement, because he also vaguely felt the kind of sentiment on 

earth, and said with a smile, “You said it earlier, I can rest assured.” 

 

The Blazing Demon God sighed silently and said, “Take care of yourself, and if you still have the mind to 

take care of me, hurry up and run, the quasi-god dragon is chasing after you again.” 

 

Lu Yang also felt it. He entered the quasi-god rank, and his perception range expanded again. The breath 

of hundreds of giant dragons was approaching him. 

 

“I still can’t beat him.” Lu Yang shook his head. He worked so hard to be promoted to the quasi-god 

rank, but there are hundreds of quasi-god rank sent by the Dragon Clan to hunt him down. This is the 

difference between races. Gap. 

 

“There, surround him.” The roar of the dragon race came from behind, and dozens of giant dragons 

suddenly burst out with extremely fast speed, rushing forward from a distance. 

 

Lu Yang had just been promoted to quasi-god, and the magic power in his body was empty. He couldn’t 

even use the thunderbolt. He could only summon the ghost head and escape while fighting. 

 

The quasi-god dragons have seen the power of the ghost head, and it is not so easy to be hit, but the 

ghost head is used once less, and the ghost thorn can’t be taken back when it is thrown out. Yang was 

deeply distressed, and the only thing that made him a little relieved was that the fireballs with evil 

thoughts spewed out by the dragons had no effect on him.  

 

Lu Yang felt that this was another method that could be deceived. He pretended to be an inner demon, 

and his body suddenly fell vertically. Dozens of giant dragons rushed over and wanted to tear Lu Yang 

into pieces. They hated Lu Yang so much. It’s sunny. 

 

“Death to me!” Dozens of giant dragons roared with huge claws outstretched. 

 

“Ghost!” 

 



Lu Yang suddenly opened his eyes and threw out the ten ghost heads in his hands. In an instant, ten 

giant dragons were hit by the ghost heads, and the ghost thorns on the top shot frantically, hitting more 

than thirty giant dragons that swooped in at the same time. . 

 

More than 40 giant dragons were killed on the spot! 

 

“boom” 

 

A giant dragon, which was not hit, swooped in and grabbed Lu Yang’s body with one claw, but in the 

next second, Lu Yang’s body recovered in place, which surprised the fire dragons in the distance, and 

spewed out flame rays. attack. 

 

Lu Yang’s body was smashed to pieces again. With so many quasi-gods and such intensive attacks, Lu 

Yang could hardly escape. As long as he showed up, he would definitely be shot, but Lu Yang was also 

agitated. shape, and quickly released the ghost head. 

 

The ten ghosts flew to the dragons again and again, and each time a large number of giant dragons 

would dodge in fright. At this time, Lu Yang fled for his life in the northeast direction. 

 

After going back and forth for hundreds of times, Lu Yang actually killed all the quasi-god-rank fire 

dragons with the ghost head in his hand. With a sigh, this kind of treasure is so unpredictable that it is 

ruined like this, it is not worth it. 

 

“There will be more in the future, find a place to hide as soon as possible, it’s not safe here.” The Blazing 

Demon God sent news. 

 

Lu Yang looked around, suddenly, he found a problem, the flame star could not be seen on the ground 

line, but the dark moon star appeared obliquely ahead of his head, and he came to the area where the 

dark moon star shines! 

 

Chapter 2545: 4 Arm Dharma 

  

“Kill!” 



 

The shrill screams came from a distance, and Lu Yang was a little surprised. He quickly got into the 

clouds in the sky and hid in a dark cloud. As the clouds flew forward slowly, he activated his perception 

ability to look at the ground area. . 

 

Now his perception ability has a range of three kilometers, and the height from the air to the ground is 

only more than 500 meters. He can easily see the following situation clearly, but when Lu Yang saw the 

two races of creatures fighting on the ground, he A surprised look appeared on his face. 

 

“What race is this, why is it so weird.” Lu Yang said with a frown. The race on the left side of the 

battlefield is a group of creatures about 30 meters tall and wearing silver-black armor, but this group of 

creatures is very special, their torso and arms They are separated, and the lower eight legs are also 

separated from the torso, but their attacks are very ferocious. Every attack of the arms seems to be full 

of power, and the legs are not connected to drive the body to move at a high speed. 

 

The other group of green-skinned monsters that fought with them looked like a big toad, but they only 

had a face like a toad, their mouths were full of fangs like a shark’s mouth, and there were more than a 

hundred eyes that circled around their foreheads. , has no limbs, but has more than a hundred 

tentacles. 

 

Blazing Demon God said: “The former is called the Spirit Arm Clan, and the latter, you can call them the 

Hundred-eyed Demon Frog, these two are the most common races in the Dark Moon Star region. 

 

One of our tasks this time is to come to the Dark Moon Star area to find and treat Zhou Tianming’s Tears 

of Compassion, which happens to be the treasure of the Spirit Arm Clan. ” 

 

Lu Yang has also stayed in another world for more than a month. He is completely unclear about the 

situation at home, and he is a little worried about the situation at home, so he asked: “I will grab a 

creature from the Spirit Arm Race and check it out to see how strong their race is. .” 

 

Blazing Demon God said: “Don’t worry, the spirit arm race is different from the races you have seen in 

the past, they can’t speak, they rely on consciousness to communicate, there is a master brain as the 

source of consciousness, you can grab any spirit Arm clan, will be known by this string of spirit arm clan 

powerhouses.” 

 



“The race of the evil sect.” Lu Yang shook his head. In the following battles, both sides dispatched a large 

number of middle and lower gods. If the middle **** is the mastermind, even if Lu Yang is catching the 

monarch of the Spirit Arm clan Soldiers are no different from courting death. 

 

“Although they are evil, you are more evil now, so you are not suitable for any form of sneak attack.” 

The Blazing Demon God said with a smile. 

 

“I also felt it, as if there was something on me, like a grudge.” Lu Yang said with a frown. Since killing 

these hundreds of quasi-god-rank fire dragons, he has always felt that something is lingering. He, but he 

can’t see, touch, and even if he perceives it with his soul and consciousness, he can’t find it, but this 

feeling is real. 

 

Blazing Demon God said: “It’s not easy for you to sense this kind of thing, if you are not a demon body, 

you have not learned the perception spell I gave you, or you have a small amount of divine help, you 

can’t perceive anything less. to them.” 

 

“What is this?” Lu Yang was a little curious. 

 

Blazing Demon God said: “You can treat him as a curse, a curse from the origin of another world.” 

 

“Original curse?” Lu Yang couldn’t understand it, he had never heard of this term. 

 

The Blazing Demon God said with some emotion, “This may be the land of the other world, the pity for 

every powerful creature, you can understand it like this, every creature cultivates from no-order to 

ninth-order, and becomes a quasi-god, They all absorbed the source energy of this world. 

 

The more this energy is absorbed, the more the source aura will be condensed. After a long time, it will 

be integrated with the soul. Quasi-God is the minimum standard for this integration. 

 

These giant dragons have stayed at the quasi-god level for at least thousands of years or even tens of 

thousands of years. When you kill them, although you use the ghost head to annihilate their souls, you 

cannot annihilate the source of integration with the soul, and, These origins will also absorb all the 

grievances in the soul before the soul is annihilated, and attach to the creature they last locked. ” 

 



Lu Yang said: “The giant dragons fight with me, and it must be me who locks in the end. I am cursed by 

them for co-authoring.” 

 

Blazing Demon God said: “This curse will follow you throughout your life. Any lower **** in the future 

will discover your existence after a little induction.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “Listening to what you said, there must be a solution, right?” 

 

“Smart.” Blazing Demon God was very excited, and said, “Teach you a trick of my secrets, which is 

definitely not inferior to ancient **** spells. This is the most powerful quasi-god rank that I have 

researched when I realized my life in the god-king rank. The move is called Origin Battle Body!” 

 

“Original Battle Body?” Lu Yang was a little surprised and asked, “Tell me about it?” 

 

“This move can absorb all the source aura attached to you, making them your source of body protection, 

and transformed into a four-armed dharma image. The condensed dharma is also stronger, theoretically 

it can reach the quasi-god rank with three heads and eight arms, with its own mana and the laws of 

heaven and earth released by the lower gods,” said the Blazing Demon God. 

 

Lu Yang looked at the Fiery Demon God who flew out of his body with some surprise, and said, “You 

god-king didn’t do it for nothing, you actually developed such a powerful spell.” 

 

“It’s just a little spell that I researched when I was bored.” The Blazing Flame Demon God was very 

proud, and entered a spiritual sense into Lu Yang’s mind. 

 

Lu Yang quickly flew to a nearby mountain that was not affected by the war, and calmed down to 

cultivate. He did not dare to open Bandarsburg in this state. The three or four hundred quasi-god 

dragons who were killed were too resentful. , If Lu Yang dares to open the space, the space node of 

Bandarsburg may be discovered by the nearby gods. If the median **** is curious and flew in, he will be 

the one who will die. Therefore, Lu Yang would rather take it slow. Practice here. 

 

It is not difficult to cultivate the cultivation technique of the source battle body. The real difficulty is to 

kill more quasi-god-level powerhouses. Lu Yang has already done it, and the rest is how to resolve these 

source auras. 



 

The solution taught by the Blazing Flame God is very easy. This is similar to a deception method. Using 

the body of the devil as a medium, Lu Yang gathered these original breaths together to form a new sea 

of souls, which then condensed into soul cores and souls. 

 

This is a long-term process, which can not be completed in a few days. It requires a lot of patience. Lu 

Yang checked the picks with the Holy Light that Malthus gave him. stand up. 

 

“boom!” 

 

The mountain where Lu Yang hid and cultivated suddenly exploded with a huge hole. A 30-meter-tall, 

flame-burning **** with four arms and an angry look came out of the mountain. 

 

The violent flames melted the surrounding rocks into lava, two arms held the double-headed bird 

warhammer, and the other two arms held the Tyrannosaurus Scepter and the chains that the Chaos 

Demon Flame turned into. 

 

Lu Yang could clearly feel that in this state, how many times his strength was stronger than before. 

Judging from the temperature of a single flame, the quasi-god’s first-level temperature was only 

100,000 degrees, but the temperature he could emit now was unexpectedly high. As high as 300,000 

degrees, this is already the boundary of the lower gods. 

 

The only difference from the lower gods is that the lower gods rely on the law of heaven and earth to 

release a high temperature of 300,000 degrees. The divine power is inextinguishable and the flames are 

inexhaustible. Before Lu Yang’s mental power is exhausted, the flames can continue forever. A small 

portion of mental power has been transformed into divine power. 

 

If compared with the demigods of the jackal-headed orcs he encountered before, Lu Yang could kill him 

head-on. 

 

Blazing Demon God said with satisfaction: “This is your current strongest state. If you want to go further, 

you need the help of Thunder Fire Seed.” 

 

Lu Yang asked, “Can I be stronger in this state?” 



 

The Blazing Demon God said excitedly: “The Thunder Fire Seed will make you explode several times the 

instant combat power and increase your limit. Combining the combat body with the Thunder Fire Seed 

is the strongest form of the quasi-god rank that I have researched, but four The arm shape is already 

your current limit, you may explode and die if you use the Thunder Fire Seed rashly, don’t worry.” 

 

“Don’t worry, this state is already very strong.” Lu Yang felt his own terrifying strength, and continued to 

practice while sitting cross-legged on the ground. 

 

The Blazing Demon God was very satisfied when he saw Lu Yang’s appearance. This is where he 

recognized Lu Yang. Every time his strength improved, Lu Yang would not release his emotions at will, 

but calm down rationally and continue to practice. 

 

“Huh?” The Blazing Demon God frowned, flew back into Lu Yang’s body, and said, “There are two lower 

gods flying over, you have to be careful.” 

 

Lu Yang also noticed it, but at this moment, the two lower gods collided with him at the same time on 

the halfway of the mountain at an extremely fast speed. 

 

This is a mountain in a different world. The rock is extremely hard, but the impact of the two lower gods 

is even more terrifying, and it even flattened a mountain top halfway up the mountain. 

 

“Damn brainless idiots, I caught your central control brain, quack!” A toad-like cry resounded through 

the mountains. 

 

Lu Yang was on the back of the mountain. He looked towards the front of the mountain through his 

perception. A hundred-meter-high hundred-eyed magic frog was riding on the body of a strong spirit 

arm clan, and more than one hundred eyes were blinded all over his body. There are more than 80 

tentacles, and only 20 of the more than 100 tentacles are left. 

 

Such a tragic situation seems to be dead at any time, but the strong spirit arm clan on the other side is 

even more miserable. At this time, both arms and eight legs are tied to his silver-black chest and 

abdomen by the tentacles of the hundred-eyed magic frog. Life can’t break free. 

 



“No, don’t even think about killing me, I can’t die.” The strong man of the Spirit Arm Clan was extremely 

angry, and a terrifying silver-black light erupted from his body, but the Hundred-eyed Magic Frog also 

burst out with a gray-green light, carrying the spirit The attack of the powerful arm family. 

 

“My clansmen come to save me, I can’t die. If I die, tens of thousands of clansmen will be massacred. 

Whoever can save me, I will swear in the name of the Moon God and give him the most generous 

reward.” Ling The strong man of the arm clan roared wildly. 

 

Lu Yang was heartbroken. The treasure that rescued Zhou Tianming was called Tears of Compassion. It 

was in the hands of the Spirit Arm clan. If he could save the lower **** of the Spirit Arm clan and 

exchange for the Tears of Compassion, he would save the need to rush into the Spirit Arm clan. 

Forbidden troubles. 

 

Blazing Demon God said: “You can go and fight this big toad, you can’t win, but you can save the 

powerhouse of the spirit arm clan.” 

 

Lu Yang was a little speechless. The Hundred-Eyed Demon Frog was so weak that he still couldn’t win. 

This shows how terrifying the young gods in this different world are. 

 

“Your clansmen are all entangled by my men, and your median **** is also entangled by our median 

god. Who will save you? You have no chance.” The hundred-eyed magic frog continued to let out a 

croaking laugh Voice. 

 

“That’s not necessarily true.” Lu Yang descended from the sky with a flash of fire, and the four-armed 

dharma with a high temperature of 300,000 degrees slammed into the body of the hundred-eyed magic 

frog. 

 

“boom” 

 

After a loud bang, Lu Yang flew out a distance of 100 meters and stood in front of the Hundred-Eyed 

Devil Frog. The Hundred-Eyed Devil Frog was blinded by two more eyes. He was using the remaining 

nineteen. His eyes were fixed on Lu Yang. 

 



“Where did the quasi-god come from? You seek death and I will fulfill you.” The Hundred-Eyed Devil 

Frog instantly sensed Lu Yang’s strength, and the two huge cheeks made a strange cry, and the 

remaining nineteen eyes also simultaneously emits a strange light. 

 

This is a spiritual spell attack. The lower gods rely on the power of their souls.  can instantly use illusions 

to make powerful people below the **** level fall into a dream, but this move is ineffective against Lu 

Yang. 

 

Lu Yang majored in illusion. With the 33rd layer of heaven, it was useless for him to release illusion, but 

he pretended to be in illusion and walked towards the hundred-eyed magic frog step by step. 

 

“Damn it, wake up, you are going to die.” The strong man of the Spirit Arm clan struggled desperately 

and shouted to Lu Yang. 

 

Lu Yang still didn’t seem to hear it, which made the Hundred-Eyed Demon Frog extremely excited, and 

croaked and said, “A quasi-god dares to be self-sufficient, don’t you Spirit Arms have any help? Where 

did you find the waste? ” 

 

While talking, the hundred-eyed magic frog pulled out a tentacle, the tip turned into a sharp dagger, and 

stabbed straight towards Lu Yang’s head. 

 

The distance between Lu Yang and the Hundred-eyed Demon Frog was only less than 50 meters. In an 

instant, the tentacle flew in front of Lu Yang’s head, but at this moment, Lu Yang’s arm holding the 

Chaos Demon Flame slammed forward and grabbed it. , stopped the tentacles of the hundred-eyed 

magic frog in the air, and followed the chaotic demon flames in his hands and turned into chains and 

flew along the tentacles, controlling the tentacles of the hundred-eyed magic frog. 

 

“Death!” Lu Yang roared, and stepped forward to the Hundred-Eyed Demon Frog. The arm holding the 

double-headed bird warhammer waved wildly, sending the flesh and blood of the Hundred-Eyed Demon 

Frog’s head hammer flying. 

 

“Ah!” The Hundred-Eyed Devil Frog put away all its tentacles in pain, and did not dare to fight against Lu 

Yang, so he turned and fled into the distance. 

 



How could Lu Yang let the Hundred-Eyed Devil Frog run away? He swung his fourth arm upwards, and 

the Tyrannosaurus Scepter in his hand flew into the air, forming a purple-gray enchantment, controlling 

the Hundred-Eyed Devil Frog within a radius of two. Inside the enchantment within kilometers. 

 

“Thank you for your help, wait for me here.” The strong man of the Spirit Arm Clan broke free, leaving a 

sentence and rushing towards the hundred-eyed magic frog. 

 

Chapter 2546: luna birthday 

  

The Hundred-Eyed Devil Frog was buzzed by Lu Yang Hammer’s head, and lost its ability to fight in a 

short period of time. He just wanted to escape from this area and seek revenge after Lu Yang’s 

consciousness slowed down. The Hundred-Eyed Devil Frog’s retreat was blocked, which made the 

Hundred-Eyed Devil Frog extremely angry, but before he could attack Lu Yang in turn, the arms and 

eight legs of the Spirit Arm Clan powerhouse arrived first. 

 

The silver-black arms and legs were covered with sharp barbs, flying up and down around the hundred-

eyed devil frog. The last nineteen eyes of the hundred-eyed devil frog were also blinded. The arms and 

eight legs merged into one, turning into a giant sword and piercing straight into the body of the 

Hundred-Eyed Demon Frog, splitting it in half. 

 

“Huh, I’m not reconciled.” The hundred-eyed magic frog was completely dead! 

 

The powerhouse of the Spirit Arm Clan changed back to its original form, stared at the body of the 

hundred-eyed devil frog and snorted, turned around and flew back to Lu Yang, saying: “The powerhouse 

of the Flame Clan, thank you for your help, Did you come to help with our clan’s hiring order?” 

 

Lu Yang took the four-armed golem, and only showed it in the form of a fire demon. He said with a 

smile, “I was just passing by to do some errands, and it was just unpleasant to see the hundred-eyed 

demon frog.” 

 

The spirit-armed powerhouse obviously wanted to break his promise. If Lu Yang said he had received an 

employment order, he would not need to fulfill his promise, but if Lu Yang said no, the spirit-armed 

powerhouse could only secretly sigh unlucky. , said: “My name is Sward, you can call me His Highness 

the Spiritual God.” 

 



Even though Lu Yang saved his life, Sward still held the air of his lower **** and said to Lu Yang, “Follow 

me back to Spirit Arm City, what reward do you want?” 

 

Lu Yang said, “I heard that you have tears of compassion here, can you give me some?” 

 

“Impossible!” Sward turned his head furiously, stared at Lu Yang and said, “Tears of Compassion is an 

important strategic material for our clan, and we will not give it to any foreigner, but for another 

request.” 

 

Lu Yang was a little speechless. He didn’t understand how this Sward treated the savior when he turned 

his face, and said, “Then you can give it to me. I don’t know what to ask for and what not to ask for.” 

 

“Huh?” Sward stared at Lu Yang, then flew forward with a cold face. 

 

Lu Yang followed behind Sward, and secretly said to the Blazing Demon God, “Are the people of this 

family sick?” 

 

Blazing Demon God said: “Who knows, they didn’t even have the qualifications to see me back then, and 

they were even more arrogant than me.” 

 

Lu Yang also felt that this race was too disgusting, and continued to fly by Sward’s side. It didn’t take 

long before a huge silver-black city appeared in front of him. 

 

Whether it is the city walls, houses or any buildings inside, they are all silver and black. The city gates are 

even more special. There are seventeen in total. Let the Spirit Arms go in. 

 

Countless Spirit Arm clansmen and powerhouses of various other races were constantly going back and 

forth between the city gates. Lu Yang followed Sward and flew directly into the main city, but the guards 

on the city wall did not stop him. 

 

After flying to a huge building near the central area of the city, Sward stopped, turned his head and 

stared at Lu Yang and said, “You stay here, I’ve decided what to give you these days, and I will send 

someone Bring it to you.” 



 

“What is this place?” Lu Yang asked curiously looking at the building. 

 

“The area where foreigners are entertained.” Sward threw a silver-black card to Lu Yang and said, 

“When you get there, give this card to my clan, and someone will open a house for you.” 

 

“Okay, I’ll wait for your news.” Lu Yang was not used to Sward’s fault, he took the silver-black card, 

turned around and left. 

 

When he got inside the building, Lu Yang knew what this place was. Just like a hotel on Earth, it was also 

a place where the Spirit Arm Clan recruited foreign experts. All the recruited powerhouses would live in 

this hotel. 

 

Lu Yang came to the front desk to hand in the black card and got a room on the second floor, but when 

he walked up, a group of strong men came over. The other party also found Lu Yang, and the two looked 

at each other with surprised expressions. 

 

“His Royal Highness Yinhui, is there any problem?” A strong man of the Spirit Arm clan who 

accompanied him asked keenly. 

 

“No problem, I’m very satisfied with the room 302 you gave me. Let’s go to the palace to talk about 

things first.” The other party said something, missing Lu Yang’s side and continued down the stairs. 

 

Lu Yang couldn’t help but smile, and pretended to be nothing and continued to move forward, but in his 

heart, he said to the Blazing Demon God: “It’s a coincidence, I just met Young Master Darkmoon. You 

mentioned him.” 

 

“I guessed right, he is from the Yinhui Demon Clan.” Blazing Demon God said: “Be careful, that is the 

pinnacle of a middle god, and it is only one step away from the upper god.” 

 

Lu Yang said, “He didn’t expose me on the spot, and he told me which room he lived in. He wanted me 

to find him.” 

 



Blazing Demon God said: “With your current strength, he can’t kill you, so go and see.” 

 

Lu Yang also had this idea. Young Master Dark Moon still owed him something. At that time, the two 

agreed that if Lu Yang could kill the ghost-faced man, Young Master Dark Moon would give him 

something. 

 

“I hope this kid won’t break his promise.” Lu Yang entered his room and checked the surroundings. 

 

The structure of this room is very special, it is difficult for consciousness to penetrate, and the situation 

in the next room can be detected. The walls are made of silver-gray metal. Unless it is violently 

destroyed, it cannot enter the next room. 

 

Lu Yang had just released the four-armed dharma, and his spirit was a little tired. It was just that he 

could rest in peace and fell asleep on the silver-black metal bed in the form of a fire demon. 

 

Four hours later. 

 

Lu Yang recovered from exhaustion, opened the door and looked at the corridor. After confirming that 

no one was watching, he came to the third floor and knocked on the door of Young Master Darkmoon, 

but found that there was no one in the room, and there was no one in the corridor. The people are also 

very rare, as if all of them have left. 

 

“Wow!” 

 

“Wow!” 

 

“Wow!” 

 

The shrill horn sounded, and Lu Yang felt that something was wrong. He walked out of the hotel door 

and looked in the direction of the sound, only to find that the sky had completely darkened. 

 



Normally, the dark moon star area is not completely dark, because the dark moon star will also shine, 

and the light is not weak, normal people can see the area 100 meters away, and the strong ones can see 

farther. , but now the dark moon star has become extremely dim. 

 

“What’s the situation?” Lu Yang didn’t understand. 

 

Blazing Demon God said: “The prayer ceremony, this day is the day when all races in the Dark Moon Star 

region celebrate the birthday of the Moon God.” 

 

“No wonder.” Lu Yang nodded, but he suddenly reacted and said, “If the prayer ceremony of the Moon 

God is concerned, it means that all the Spirit Arm tribes must participate, and the number of guards in 

their treasure house will be less.” 

 

“It should be like this.” Blazing Demon God said. 

 

Lu Yang ran towards the palace. Although he didn’t know where the treasure house was, it was always 

near the palace area. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 2547: silver moon secret 

  

Under the dark night, the dark moon star in the sky became more and more bleak, as if it was about to 

disappear completely, and the strong people of all ethnic groups in the city of spirit arm kneeled more 

and more devoutly, because the dark moon star would shine for a while. When the time comes, a lot of 

dark moon radiance will be sown, and anyone who can absorb it will have more perception ability. 

 

Lu Yang is a fire attribute, which contradicts the dark moon attribute. Once this kind of thing spreads on 

him, it will cause a strong pain, and if it is exposed for a long time, even the lower gods may die. 

 



Originally, Lu Yang was still curious why no one was staring at him, but halfway through the road, the 

Blazing Demon God explained that he knew the specific reason. 

 

“when!” 

 

“when!” 

 

“when!” 

 

… 

 

The sound of dense and crisp footsteps came from a distance. This was the sound of the eight metal legs 

of the Spirit Arm Clan stepping on the ground. 

 

Lu Yang quickly dodged. The most annoying thing for him was that the creatures here couldn’t make 

sneak attacks. In the case of shared thoughts, knocking one out would let all the surrounding guards 

know that something was wrong, and the defense would be tighter. 

 

He can’t even become a fire element. The light from the fire element will become the most obvious 

point of light in this night. Therefore, Lu Yang can only use the most primitive method. He killed him in 

the second-order period. A skeleton with a stealth scepter. 

 

“I don’t know if it will work or not.” Lu Yang took out the bone scepter from the Demon God’s space and 

chanted a spell. With the concealment ability taught by the Blazing Demon God and the stealth ability of 

the Bone Scepter, he walked out of the corner and faced the spirit. The Patrol of the Arm Clan walked 

over. 

 

Twelve powerhouses of the spirit arm tribe came over. They didn’t take lanterns, they only looked with 

naked eyes, but their eyes were different from those of other races. In the case of sharing 

consciousness, they also shared vision and monitored satellites. Same. 

 



It is a pity that the strength of these patrols is only the peak of the monarch rank. In fact, the Lingarm 

clan is only the lord rank when it is born, and it is the monarch rank when it grows up. Therefore, under 

normal circumstances, the patrol team has a monarch. the peak of the order. 

 

While walking, Lu Yang listened to the Blazing Demon God talking about the Spirit Arm Clan. It didn’t 

take long before he came to a huge silver-black palace. 

 

The entrance of the palace is very defensive. There are more than 50 soldiers at the peak of the 

monarch rank and one captain of the demigod rank. To Lu Yang’s surprise, these strong men of the Spirit 

Arm clan all stand like wooden stakes. In place, his eyes glowed with a blazing white light. 

 

“Moon Soul Technique!” The Blazing Demon God said in shock: “Boy, be careful, someone stepped into 

the palace of the Spirit Arm clan before you. This is the practice of the main **** rank, and there is 

something wrong with the palace of the Spirit Arm clan.” 

 

“Lord God?” Lu Yang became vigilant. This is second only to the existence of the god-king rank. Among 

the rank classifications of other worlds, the lord god-rank has always been an anomaly. 

 

It can be said that the **** king is the strongest among the main gods, and he is the **** king 

recommended by all the main gods. It does not mean that the **** king is a real rank. 

 

A god-king like the Blazing Demon God is an outlier, because he has obtained more origins from 

different worlds, but he still has not broken through the shackles of the main **** order, he is only the 

strongest main god. 

 

The two **** kings that Lu Yang provoked on the battlefield between the Chaos Beast and the two **** 

kings from different worlds were actually the peaks of the main gods, but those two peaks were not 

necessarily the strongest among the main gods, just the two of them. Was promoted to be the king of 

gods! 

 

Not every main **** despised low-level creatures like the two main gods, not to mention that Lu Yang is 

no longer the king rank he used to be. Now he is a quasi-god rank, and no main **** will despise him. 

 



The main gods also have their own unique ways of hiding, and their perception ability is even higher 

than that of the current blazing devil. Once locked by the other party, it will be difficult for Lu Yang to 

survive. 

 

“Let’s use a clone to explore the road first, don’t use the main body.” Blazing Demon God said. 

 

Lu Yang nodded, hid to the side of the city wall to open Bandarsburg, and then transformed into a clone 

and walked in from the front. 

 

There were many guards and maids in the palace, but every soldier and maid of the Spirit Arm tribe 

stood there with white light in their eyes. 

 

Lu Yang became more and more frightened as he walked, especially when he came to the entrance of 

the palace hall of the Lingarm clan, and there was a sound of fierce fighting, but before he could react, 

an enchantment trapped the entire hall. 

 

“It’s you again?” A familiar voice rang in his ears. 

 

Lu Yang was shocked. This was the voice of Young Master Dark Moon. He walked to the main entrance 

of the palace curiously. Just in time, he saw two silver lights colliding together. When they separated, 

one of them had his head off. , and the other is the Dark Moon Young Master playing with the head. 

 

It’s just that the appearance of the Dark Moon Young Master has changed a lot from before. His body is 

exuding the breath of the Lord God. His bright silver muscles are like steel, and his face is even more 

hideous, as if he will face Lu in the next second. Yang hands the same. 

 

“What a coincidence.” Lu Yang walked up to Young Master Dark Moon and said with a smile, “It seems 

that I don’t need to go to your room to find you, I can just stay here.” 

 

Young Master Dark Moon gave Lu Yang a thumbs up and said, “As expected of one of the strongest 

people in the human race, I’m a bit timid, how is the task I gave you?” 

 



Lu Yang opened the storage bag at his waist, threw the head of the ghost-faced clan chief elder out, and 

said, “The ghost-faced clan was exterminated by me.” 

 

“It’s a bit of a skill.” Dark Moon Young Master’s eyes lit up and said, “I promised you, if you succeed, I 

will reward you with something, tell me, what do you want.” 

 

Lu Yang really had something to ask for, clasped his fists and said, “I’m here to find Tears of Compassion. 

If you find it, I hope you can give it to me.” 

 

“This thing.” A box appeared in Young Master Dark Moon’s hand and threw it directly to Lu Yang. Inside 

was a white thing in the shape of a tear drop, and said, “How can I be so low-end to the young patriarch 

of the silver demon clan? You really can do it.” 

 

Lu Yang said with a smile, “I’m asking for help for my brother. This is more important than anything 

else.” 

 

“I can’t understand you humans.” Dark Moon Young Master shook his head and said, “Are you 

interested in continuing to cooperate?” 

 

Lu Yang was a little surprised and said, “How to cooperate?” 

 

Dark Moon Young Master’s body gradually shrank, and the breath of the Lord God quickly dropped to 

the peak of the upper god, the middle level of the upper god, the first level of the upper god… It didn’t 

stop until it dropped to the first level of the middle god, and said: “After half a year, I I will send another 

batch of divine races in the past, if you are interested, I can play with you in advance.” 

 

Lu Yang was a little curious and asked, “What benefits can you get from doing this?” 

 

Dark Moon Young Master was delighted and said: “There are many benefits, but it has nothing to do 

with you, you can say whether you are interested or not, if you are willing, there will be a lot of benefits 

from it, at least you can cultivate a There are 500,000 monarchical legions, and there are no less than a 

thousand demigods, quasi-gods, and lower-level gods together to keep your race safe.” 

 



Lu Yang was a little moved, and said, “Tell me specifically?” 

 

Young Master Dark Moon threw a silver-black mirror to Lu Yang and said, “This is called a space-time 

mirror, you can see what I write on it, and I will notify you in advance before the next batch of 

powerhouses arrive. Be prepared, and even I can provide you with some gems to help you win the 

battle, I am very optimistic about you, don’t let me down.” 

 

Lu Yang just took the mirror, and suddenly, Young Master Dark Moon pointed the head in his hand at Lu 

Yang, and in an instant, Lu Yang’s appearance was seen by the eyes on the head. 

 

“boom” 

 

The head shattered, and the powerful shock wave knocked Lu Yang’s clone out. When Lu Yang stood 

firm, the Dark Moon Young Master’s body also disappeared. 

 

“This bastard.” Lu Yang guessed that the Dark Moon Young Master would play a sinister trick, and even 

put the cause of death of the Spirit Arm Clan Lord God who just died on his head. 

 

“Block the palace!” 

 

“Don’t let the murderer run away.” 

 

… 

 

A sharp alarm sounded in the entire Spirit Arm City. Lu Yang hurriedly looked for a hiding place. He did 

not dare to open Bandarsburg immediately. Who knew whether the Dark Moon Young Master ran away 

or hid? If the Dark Moon Young Master is there As far as his side is concerned, there is no difference 

between Lu Yang opening Bandarsburg and bringing wolves into the house. 

 

That is the main god. Once you enter Bandarsburg, you can find Lu Yang’s body and soul. With all Lu 

Yang’s means combined, it is very difficult to defeat a lower god, and there is no way to deal with the 

main god. Ability. 

 



In just a few minutes, the Dark Moon Young Master could control Lu Yang and even forcibly put a 

servant mark on his head. Therefore, he would never take what the Dark Moon Young Master gave him 

for any cooperation. Escape into Bandarsburg. 

 

“Phoenix” 

 

Lu Yang turned the clone into the form of a phoenix, jumped into the air, launched a thunderbolt, and 

flew towards the north at ten times the speed. 

 

The Spirit Arms are not a race that is known for their flying speed. Now Lu Yang can only pray that the 

Lord God does not launch a long-range attack on him. Otherwise, he will not be able to take away the 

tears of compassion and can only stay in the city of the Spirit Arms. 

 

“Damn, he’s in the air, knock him down.” A high-ranking deity of the Spirit Arm tribe turned into a giant 

sword and shot towards Lu Yang. 

 

Lu Yang hurriedly disguised himself in the air. After more than a dozen turns in a row, the power of the 

upper **** of the spirit arm race was exhausted. could only stop in mid-air and look for an opportunity 

to attack, but Lu Yang did not dare to fly in a straight line. , like a small flying insect constantly disguised 

in the air. 

 

More than a dozen high-ranking gods of the Spirit Arm Clan also turned into sharp swords, but they 

couldn’t lock Lu Yang’s position. 

 

Lu Yang shouted while flying: “I am a quasi-god, and I don’t have the ability to kill your main god, but I 

saw who did it, the Dark Moon Young Master, who killed him. If you don’t believe me, go and confront 

him. ” 

 

The more than a dozen high-ranking gods of the Spirit Arm clan stopped, and they also found that Lu 

Yang was a first-level quasi-god. Except for flying fast, he had no strength, and it was impossible to kill 

the chief **** of their clan. It’s not right for Young Master Dark Moon, but they also want to confront 

Young Master Dark Moon. 

 



“You’re ruthless, boy, at this time, you can stay calm and spare your life.” A ferocious voice appeared in 

the silver-black mirror in Lu Yang’s hand, and suddenly, the dark moon star in the sky emitted a blazing 

silver light, Everyone in Akira couldn’t open their eyes. 

 

Young Master Dark Moon flew out of the mirror in an instant and flew towards his body below. 

 

Lu Yang’s heart was beating wildly, and he was almost attacked by Young Master Dark Moon. Obviously, 

Young Master Dark Moon also saw that he was using a clone instead of his main body, so he told him so 

much nonsense. Lu Yang was careless and returned directly to Bandarsburg, Lu Yang was really dead, 

and even the Dark Moon Young Master could forcibly open the transmission channel into the earth 

through the coordinates of Bandarsburg. 

 

“This **** is too cloudy.” Lu Yang almost threw the silver-black mirror. In the end, he stayed behind, 

endured the pain caused by the radiance of the dark moon star, and quickly flew to a safe place outside 

Spirit Arm City. The place, controlled the clone and returned to Bendersburg. 

 

Chapter 2548: ice and snow 

  

The Blazing Demon God flew out of Lu Yang’s consciousness and said, “You still want me to stay by your 

side in the future, not every time your luck is so good.” 

 

Just when Lu Yang transformed into a clone, the main body flew into Bandarsburg with the Blazing 

Demon God. Although the Blazing Demon could control the clone with Lu Yang, he couldn’t use any 

mana, so he let Dark Moon The young master successfully hid in the mirror. 

 

Lu Yang nodded, and he was also a little scared, and said: “Your soul can’t be damaged any more, let 

alone the Dark Moon Young Master to discover your existence, I have to remember it in the future, I will 

take everything that others give to me. It can’t be brought into Bandarsburg, this Dark Moon Young 

Master is too scary.” 

 

The Blazing Demon God said: “Don’t look at him too highly, in fact, the Dark Moon Young Master is not 

that powerful.” 

 



Lu Yang was a little curious and asked, “How did this Young Master Darkmoon do it? It’s incredible that 

his strength can be instantly improved from the primary **** level to the top **** level.” 

 

From the middle **** to the upper god, it is not as simple as a rank, but a watershed, a boundary that 

separates all the ordinary gods without the support of heaven and earth and family from the gods of the 

top families. 

 

Even with the support of various treasures, one needs a high level of talent, and even more needs the 

injection of the source of the world from another world. After all these are available, it is possible to be 

promoted to a high-ranking god! 

 

As for the promotion of the main god, it is no longer enough to rely on the treasures of the family, it is 

possible only with great opportunities! This completely violated the different world cultivation system 

that the Blazing Demon God explained to Lu Yang. 

 

Blazing Demon God said: “It’s not unusual, the spell that Young Master Dark Moon just used is called 

Moonlight Seven Form.” 

 

“Seven Moonlight Forms?” Lu Yang didn’t hear the Blazing Demon God mention it. 

 

“This is a family secret technique of the Yinhui Demon Race, which is similar to the Thunder Fire Seed, 

but much stronger than the Thunder Fire Seed. With the help of the energy of the Dark Moon Star, the 

Yinhui Demon Race can activate the spell of the seventh form of the Moon Night, the first form. The 

strength is doubled, the second is doubled, superimposed in turn, if the seven forms are fully opened, it 

is completely possible to reach the peak of the main god.” The Blazing Demon God said. 

 

“Because the Yinhui Demon Race understands the spells of the Seven Moons of the Night, so they, a 

race that was originally born with only the king rank, will frequently appear god-ranked powerhouses, 

but their number of heavenly materials and earthly treasures is not enough, I suspect Yinyue The 

purpose of the young master is to expand the living area and **** more exotic treasures,” said the 

Blazing Demon God. 

 

“What do you mean by Yibao?” Lu Yang asked. What the Blazing Flame Demon God told him today was 

something he had never heard of before. 

 



Blazing Demon God said: “Dark Moon Star, Flame Star, Holy Light Star and Extreme Cold Star randomly 

splash out some origins and fall on this planet every year. According to the regulations of different 

worlds, it belongs to which high-level race area it falls in. All of the higher races.” 

 

“It seems that I can really cooperate with this Dark Moon Young Master.” Lu Yang put the mirror in 

Bandarsburg. Just as he was about to return to Earth, suddenly, Lu Yang’s chest was hidden. The holy 

light picks vibrated violently. 

 

“No, there’s an accident at home.” Lu Yang quickly opened the coordinates and teleported back to the 

suburbs of Fengshi. As soon as he landed, the wind and snow hit the sky, and the violent frost power 

made him a quasi-god cultivating fire element. All felt the cold. 

 

“Lower God!” Lu Yang and Blazing Demon God said at the same time, only a lower God can create such a 

terrifying power of ice and snow. 

 

Lu Yang hurriedly took out his phone and dialed Zhuojiu’s number, and asked, “What happened?” 

 

“Boss, we are in Baishan City, and a large number of ice-type creatures are launching a fierce attack on 

Baishan City. There is a problem with this battle. Lord Malthus said that the enemy has low-level god-

level powerhouses, and I have to find you in advance.” Zhuojiu shouted. Mixed with the howl of a 

blizzard. 

 

“Wait for me.” Lu Yang turned into a phoenix and flew towards Baishan City quickly. 

 

In the quasi-god state, Lu Yang’s speed reached subsonic speed. It was only more than 200 kilometers 

from Fengshi to Baishan City, and it took him less than 10 minutes to reach the sky above Baishan City. 

 

“Roar!” 

 

“Kill all humans!” 

 



Beneath the sturdy city walls of Baishan City, the magic circles of various colors were propped up, and 

the offensive spells poured wildly on the monsters outside the city. Among them, there were human 

skeletons covered in frost, tiger skeletons, and even mammoths. Skeleton. 

 

More are pure monsters composed of ice, with heads like wolf heads with four sharp horns on them, 

humanoid bodies, and sharp ice thorns covering all limbs, which look extremely weird. 

 

In Baishan City, several rays of light rose into the sky, and it was Zhuojiu, Bai Shi, Xia Yuwei and the 

others who flew to Lu Yang’s side and cupped their hands neatly, saying, “Boss!” 

 

Looking at them, Lu Yang couldn’t help smiling and said, “Not bad, they’ve all been promoted to 

demigods.” 

 

Zhuojiu and the others nodded. During this period of time, they tried their best to cultivate. With the 

encyclopedia of Malthus, any problem could be solved. With sufficient cultivation resources, they were 

promoted to demigods in the Void Hall. 

 

Malthus flew out from the body of the turbid wine, looked at Lu Yang and said, “You are not bad, you 

have been promoted to the quasi-god rank, have you got the Thunder Fire Seed?” 

 

Lu Yang nodded and asked, “I got it.” 

 

“Boss, have you been promoted to Quasi-God?!” The excited eyes of Zhuojiu, Bai Shi and the others lit 

up.  

 

Lu Yang said: “It’s not just the quasi-god, but all the power I burst out can be compared to the lower 

god. Tell me, what’s going on around here?” 

 

“Let me tell you.” Malthus sighed and said, “I didn’t take it seriously at first because it just appeared in 

the past two weeks, because your world has also entered winter, and I thought the monsters that 

appeared around were affected by Influenced by the energy wind of another world, the skeletons 

formed automatically. 

 



Unexpectedly, in only half a month, more and more monsters appeared and became stronger and 

stronger. Until the ice wolf demon appeared outside, I didn’t know that it was the ice soul of the lower 

**** level. ” 

 

Ice Soul, the Blazing Demon God said separately to Lu Yang in the early days when he explained the 

creatures in the other world. This is a strange ice race, and it was also a powerful race that ruled the 

other world and faced the polar cold star in the early years. Later, it failed in the god-king war. After 

being slaughtered, the entire Ice Soul Clan survived, wandering in various areas on the side of the polar 

cold star. 

 

“Among this race, the weakest one should also be a lower god. How did he teleport here?” Lu Yang was 

a little shocked. 

 

Malthus said: “I suspect that this ice soul should have used their own talent to freeze all 90 of his 

abilities in his special space, and then use the remaining 10 to teleport.” 

 

The Blazing Demon God said: “I have fought with the Ice Soul Clan, if they used this trick, they would not 

be able to recover in ten years. It has only been eight years since the invasion of the other world, and he 

has never recovered to the point of The peak state of the lower gods may even have just recovered to 

the rank of the lower gods.” 

 

Lu Yang said, “Let me try?” 

 

“Don’t worry, since that ice soul is looking for death, let him dance for a few more days, and I will teach 

you another trick to kill him as soon as possible.” Blazing Flame Demon God said. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 2549: explosive flame 

  



The explosive flame is released by the power of the thunder fire seeds that surpasses the flame attack, 

and the power is ten times that of Lu Yang’s strongest form. Launching the explosion technique again 

can make the temperature of the flames shot up to three million degrees. 

 

The Blazing Flame Demon God who cultivated the four-armed dharma in Luyang just said that there is a 

stronger spell, and he is talking about this explosion, but the explosion has shortcomings, that is, it hurts 

the enemy and hurts itself. 

 

Inside Bandarsburg. 

 

After the Blazing Demon God demonstrated the release method of the explosion technique to Lu Yang, 

he said: “300,000 degrees is the highest temperature your body can withstand, and no matter how high 

it is, your body can’t bear it, and if you want to To successfully release the Explosion, you can’t rely on 

yourself to release it, you need another medium.” 

 

Lu Yang asked, “What media?” 

 

The Blazing Demon God took out the golden beads that the ghosts turned into after the death of the 

ghosts from Bandarsburg, and said: “Just rely on this, the purpose I asked you to collect the ghosts’ soul 

cores is here, when you want to release them. When using the explosion technique, you first charge the 

flame into the soul core of the ghost face clan, and detonate the soul core directly. Remember, you can 

only detonate it instantly, and you can only push the flame into the enemy’s body, otherwise , the 

power of the explosion alone can kill you first, don’t use it at critical moments.” 

 

Lu Yang was a little speechless, looked at the Blazing Demon God and said, “Why is your spell so 

dangerous, you will kill yourself if you can’t kill people.” 

 

The Blazing Demon God was a little proud and said: “You have to figure out, now you are a quasi-god at 

the beginning level, but your opponent is a lower god. It is already a blessing to have a way to win, if it is 

someone else, you can only run for your life. went.” 

 

Lu Yang nodded, what the Blazing Demon God said was the truth. If there was no Explosive Flame 

Technique, Lu Yang would at most be able to fight against the lower gods of the Ice Soul Clan for a while 

with the help of the four-armed magic, but the final result must be It is simply impossible to migrate the 

entire race and escape to the imperial capital, and to chat in a relaxed tone like now. 



 

“I’ll give it a try.” Lu Yang chanted the incantation. In an instant, a four-armed dharma image formed on 

his body, and a terrifying 300,000-degree high temperature radiated from his body. Those who were 

illuminated by the red light couldn’t open it. Eye. 

 

“Explosive” 

 

A golden soul core appeared in Lu Yang’s hand, and he poured the flame magic into the thunder fire 

seeds. In an instant, the thunder fire seeds sent out violent flame energy in reverse. 

 

Lu Yang’s body is the body of a demon, and theoretically it can withstand the high temperature of 

several million degrees, but he dare not use it too much, and only try it at a temperature that is twice 

the high temperature of 300,000 degrees. 

 

In an instant, the golden soul core was filled with the high temperature of the flame. Lu Yang swung his 

right hand forward and threw the golden soul core into the soil. 

 

“boom!” 

 

A clustered explosion sounded, and the golden soul core filled with 600,000-degree flame exploded in 

the soil, forming a mushroom cloud directly on the surface. Even Lu Yang, who was 500 meters away, 

was hit by the huge impact. To collapse and fly out. 

 

When all the dust dissipated, Lu Yang’s four arms were severely damaged, and Lu Yang himself was even 

more scorched black. Looking at the Blazing Demon God, he exhaled and said, “It’s so strong.” 

 

The Blazing Demon God laughed and said, “Looking at you like this, it is estimated that after a few more 

tests, you will blow yourself up.” 

 

Lu Yang rolled his eyes and said, “I’ll go out and test.” 

 

“I told you a long time ago that it must be thrown into the body of the other party, otherwise this thing 

will be no different from the nuclear bomb in your world.” Blazing Demon God said. 



 

Lu Yang nodded, took the four-armed dharma, and left Bandarsburg a little depressed. With a flash of 

light, he appeared on the city wall, surrounded by the white lion covered in snow and Xia Yuwei and 

others. 

 

Zhou Tianming was also sitting on the city wall. He had just drank the tears of compassion, but now he 

has woken up. Seeing Lu Yang for a moment, he said, “Boss, what are you doing?”<b. ” 

 

The bitter love is also stunned for a while, and she randomly covered her mouth and laughed and said, 

“Boss, why did your face turn black when you were bombed?” 

 

Lu Yang rolled his eyes and said, “You will know in a while, let you see how strong I am now, boss.” 

 

Malthus glanced at Lu Yang and said, “It’s good that you can live, come on.” 

 

“Damn.” Lu Yang found that these people were really welcome to expose him, and flew out angrily. 

Halfway along the way, the Blazing Demon God flew out of him, stood with Malthus, and shouted at 

him. Said: “I won’t accompany you anymore, you can experience it slowly.” 

 

“What’s the trick of the old university, Lord Demon God?” Xia Yuwei asked curiously. 

 

“Let me tell you, what happened just now…” The Blazing Flame Demon God told Lu Yang’s situation just 

now, word for word. 

 

Zhuojiu and Bai Shi couldn’t bear it any longer, and they all laughed at Lu Yang. 

 

Lu Yang was speechless again, and after flying a hundred meters from the city wall, he chanted a spell in 

his mouth. 

 

“Four Arms” 

 



The violent flame instantly filled Lu Yang’s body. Instead of turning into a four-armed form, he turned 

into a simplified version of the two-armed demon **** form, which consumes less magic power. 

 

A golden soul core appeared in his right hand, and Lu Yang silently launched the thunder fire seeds, just 

in time, a blue-white monster with a body like jelly flew over in the distance. 

 

Lu Yang was about to attack it, but the terrifying pressure of the opponent rushed over in an instant, 

making it difficult for Lu Yang’s entire body to move. 

 

“Lower God!” 

 

Lu Yang looked at the opponent fiercely and shouted: “Everyone pay attention, the enemy’s lower **** 

is here!” 

 

Blazing Flame God, Malthus, Zhuojiu, Bai Shi and others flew out of the city wall in an instant and came 

behind Lu Yang, all staring at the lower ice gods who had stopped 50 meters away. 

 

This is a strange creature with a height of only about 20 meters, but its whole body is translucent. It is 

obviously composed of ice-like things, but the ice can continuously flow in the body.  It’s not frozen like 

ice, how weird it looks. 

 

Especially the two ice-blue eyes, constantly blazing with cold light, without weapons in their hands, but 

holding two swirling ice powers in both hands, as if they could freeze a world at any time. 

 

“Not bad, not bad, I really didn’t come for nothing, you are indeed here, Blazing Flame God.” The 

general Elvish language that Binghun speaks can be understood by everyone. 

 

“A little ice soul, dare to covet me?” Blazing Demon God was enraged. 

 

Lu Yang stared at Binghun and said, “What are you?” 

 



“Don’t even know me?” Binghun was extremely excited, the surrounding ice and snow suddenly became 

extremely violent, and the pressure of the lower gods was exerted to the limit, staring at Lu Yang and 

said, “You can call me the Ice Soul Emperor, I have existed in your world for several years, and now I 

have finally recovered to the strength of the peak period, just rely on you, a quasi-god and a few half-

gods, do you still want to stop me? Obediently hand over the heart of the devil Bar.” 

 

Zhou Tianming silently recited the incantation, and launched the Thirty-Three Heavens against Zhuojiu, 

Bai Shi and others. In this real illusion, even if Binghun released soul-type attack spells, they could not 

make Zhuojiu and the others get lost. Because this is the most powerful part of the extraterrestrial 

demon body. When a demigod, the illusion ability can be comparable to the lower gods who specialize 

in souls, not to mention the non-specialized lower gods like Ice Soul. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and looked at Binghun and said, “What is the Ice Soul Great Emperor, aren’t you just an 

ordinary lower-ranking **** of the Ice Soul clan? What can you pretend to be? Also, you are an Ice 

Elemental Demon God who wants a Blazing Flame Elemental Demon God. What are you doing, I’m not 

afraid to burn you to death.” 

 

“Bastard, how dare you look down on me.” Binghun was furious, and instantly launched his soul 

coercion, but hitting Lu Yang and Zhuojiu had no effect at all. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 2550: against the next bit of god 

  

“Don’t use these indiscriminate methods, we have lived from the arrival of another world until today, 

we have experienced countless wars, and every enemy we have encountered is a strong one. Even if you 

are a god, we are not afraid of your soul. Pressure.” Even though Zhou Tianming had just recovered, he 

still stood proudly beside Lu Yang. 

 

Zhuojiu, Xia Yuwei, Kuai Bansheng, and Liu Ruohuai stood on both sides of Lu Yang, and the white lion 

also raised his head on the ground with Blood Roar in his hands, and each of them had no fear in the 

face of the lower ice gods. 

 



Seeing this scene, the Blazing Demon God and Malthus retreated into the distance with a smile, and 

handed over the battlefield to Lu Yang and others. Obviously, they did not look down on this lower ice 

**** at all, but this made the ice soul feel it. Contempt, instantly plunged into rage. 

 

“I originally wanted to accept you as my subordinates and leave some blood to the people. Since you 

want to die, then I will fulfill you and feel the power of the ice.” Binghun roared, and in an instant, the 

wind and snow between the heavens and the earth made a great deal. Dozens of ice wolf demons with 

demigod-rank coercion all over their bodies appeared in the air. 

 

The monarch-level ice demon wolves on the ground are even more numerous, as if there are hundreds 

of thousands of people, roaring and rushing towards the direction of Baishan City, led by three demigod-

level ice wolf demons. 

 

But just as they were about to rush in front of the white lion and approached the first defensive circle of 

Baishan City, suddenly, the white magic circle disappeared and more than 3,000 blood spirit guards 

appeared. Wei Du fell into a violent state, and the blood-red mist instantly annihilated the battlefield. 

 

“Xuelingwei, kill!” Xiao Liang retained his last sense of reason, holding a two-handed sword, and charged 

towards the Ice Demon Wolf Legion in front of him. 

 

The monarch rank is against the monarch rank, but where is the Ice Devil Wolf the opponent of the 

Blood Spirit Guard, the battlefield is a one-sided slaughter, which makes the excited Ice Soul fall into 

shock. 

 

“How can humans and humans become so strong?” Binghun’s face was confused, and then he showed 

an angry look. He always thought that humans could survive the three-faced clan, ghost-faced clan and 

dragon orcs. It is a miracle , not to mention resistance, so he will launch a general attack when the first 

snow in the cold winter falls. 

 

But the appearance of Xue Lingwei made Binghun feel provocative. He raised his head and glanced at Lu 

Yang, and said with a sneer, “Do you have this ability? Continue to feel the power of the wind and 

snow.” 

 



The snowstorm continued to increase. On the right side of the Ice Demon Wolf Legion, among the large 

swath of wind and frost, the monarch-level Frost Tiger, Frost Bear and Skeleton Warrior rushed out and 

charged towards the north gate of Baishan City. 

 

“Dragon orc army, attack!” A roar sounded at the north gate of Baishan City, the magic circle in front of 

the city gate was withdrawn, and the five thousand monarch-order dragon orcs hidden inside were 

riding on the ground and holding dragon spears towards the Ice Tiger Legion. charge. 

 

As soon as the two sides came into contact, the dead creatures of the monarch rank such as Frost Tiger 

and Frost Bear were beaten to pieces, and they were quickly defeated, which was not at the same level 

as the dragon orc army. 

 

Lu Yang looked at the ice soul on the opposite side, the magic power in his body continued to increase, 

but he pretended to smile and said, “What other means are there, just use them.” 

 

“You can actually plunder the blood of other races, you guys, **** it!” Binghun was furious, and with a 

wave of his hand, the demigod-rank ice wolf demon behind him charged towards Lu Yang. 

 

Zhuojiu, Bai Shi and the others didn’t need Lu Yang’s order, they charged up automatically with their 

weapons in hand. It was obvious that the ice demon wolf of the demigod rank was a creature without 

self-consciousness, but its strength reached the demigod rank, like a puppet. , there is no advantage in 

front of the turbid wine and them, and if they continue to fight for a long time, they will definitely fail. 

 

“You guys go to fight elsewhere, and I’ll singled out this lower god.” Lu Yang’s magic power has been 

raised to the highest level. 

 

Zhuojiu and others believed in Lu Yang’s strength, and gradually flew the ice demon wolf to the south 

side of Baishan City, away from Lu Yang. 

 

“Baishan City will open the defensive circle to the maximum, be careful of being accidentally injured.” Lu 

Yang gave the order again. 

 

All the residents in Baishan City quickly entered the defensive position, raised their arms and began to 

transmit magic, propping up the city’s defensive formation. 



 

Binghun saw that Lu Yang had done all this, shook his head with a smile, and said, “You are a quasi-god, 

why do you fight with me? Even if you have the help of the Blazing Flame God, you are a quasi-god with 

strength. The difference is here.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled, stared at Binghun and said: “Then look at my form, whether I am qualified to fight with 

you, the source battle body, get up! Four-armed dharma, now!” 

 

“Roar!” 

 

Resentment lingered around Lu Yang, and black and red flames erupted instantly. In the 300,000-degree 

high temperature fire, a four-armed demon **** 30 meters tall stood in the air, holding a hammer in 

both hands, a purple flame chain in the other, and a tyrant in the other. Dragon Scepter. 

 

“An ice soul dares to call himself the emperor, I see how much you have!” Lu Yang turned into a flash of 

fire and appeared in front of the ice soul, and two double-headed bird warhammers smashed the ice 

soul’s body with force. 

 

“Ah!” Where did Binghun think that Lu Yang could suddenly increase from the strength of a quasi-god to 

a lower-level god? His own ice temperature was only minus 150 degrees, facing Lu Yang’s sudden 

300,000 degrees The high temperature, the burned body began to melt. 

 

“Damn it, let you feel the power of the lower ice gods.” Binghun suddenly let out a roar. 

 

The flames around Lu Yang seemed to be frozen, and the terrifying low temperature spread out from 

the ice soul, and even Lu Yang’s double-headed bird warhammer began to freeze. 

 

“Ice Burial” 

 

Binghun roared again, and Lu Yang’s four arms were actually frozen, followed by Binghun roaring again. 

 

“Ice Shock” 



 

The ice that wrapped Lu Yang suddenly vibrated violently. With a bang, Lu Yang’s four-armed dharma 

was shattered by the ice, and even Lu Yang’s body was shattered into flying ashes. 

 

&nbs>Malthus frowned and said, “What the **** is Lu Yang doing, he could have blocked it head-on just 

now, why did he do this.” 

 

The Blazing Demon God said, “It is estimated that I am afraid that I will miss a hit and blow myself up.” 

 

The voice just fell. 

 

Binghun was about to let out a smug laugh, but at this moment, a terrifying flame wave came from 

behind him. 

 

Lu Yang appeared there at some point, with a golden soul core floating in his right hand. 

 

“Blast Flame Technique, give me death!” Lu Yang punched Binghun’s waist, and at the same time 

collapsed countless ice cubes, he put the golden soul core into Binghun’s body. 

 

“boom!” 

 

A mushroom cloud was steaming up with the ice soul as the center, and Lu Yang was knocked away by 

his own spell at such a close distance, because, with the strike just now, he released three times the 

magic attack through the thunder fire seeds. , that is to say, the flame temperature contained in the 

golden soul core just now is one million degrees. 

 

At the moment when the mushroom cloud rose, all the ice within a kilometer around it melted, and 

even Baishan City, which was a thousand meters away, felt the power, and the defensive formation was 

madly deformed. 

 

Blazing Demon God said with satisfaction: “This move is no less than the median god, and the spell I 

studied is really powerful.” 



 

Malthus glanced at him and said, “Old lunatic, you are the only one who can come up with such a spell. 

If Lu Yang is a little stupid, he will blow himself up.” 

 

The Blazing Demon God was also a little helpless, sighed and said, “How about I have few disciples, and I 

will be overthrown.” 

 

Malthus sneered. 

 

on the battlefield. 

 

Binghun’s body had been blown apart into countless thin crystal-like flying needles. Just when Zhuojiu, 

Bai Shi and others in the distance sighed about Lu Yang’s strength, these icy flying needles moved 

towards him at the same time. Lu Yang shot away. 

 

“laugh!” 

 

“laugh!” 

 

“laugh!” 

 

… 

 

Lu Yang’s four-armed demon **** exploded in an instant like a punctured balloon, and in the next 

second, Binghun’s body reorganized at the place where Lu Yang’s body burst, and returned to the form 

of Binghun, roaring: ” I’m a lower god, you want to kill me, you don’t have the qualifications?” 

 

“Really?” Lu Yang reappeared behind Binghun again, and threw out a chaotic demon flame pillar with his 

back hand, tying Binghun’s body, followed by another punch to Binghun’s abdomen with his right hand, 

knocking a golden The soul core was thrown in. 

 

“boom!” 



 

The mushroom cloud reappeared, and Binghun’s body was blown to pieces again, but Binghun still 

didn’t die, and turned into countless ice needles that pierced Lu Yang’s body. 

 

“I am a lower god, you are only a quasi-god, how long can you stay in this state, and with the bonus of 

this wind and snow, I can always release the Frost Needle.” Binghun said with a sneer after reorganizing 

his body. 

 

“Noisy!” Lu Yang continued to use the Explosive Flame Technique to throw the golden soul core, but 

with the Triple Explosion Technique, he could use the Thunder Fire Seed 20 times. Now he has only used 

it three times, and there are still seventeen times he can use it. 

 

Binghun seems to be a lower god, but Lu Yang can clearly feel that this Binghun’s body is in a state of 

serious injury. Otherwise, it is impossible for the number of ice needles every time to be much less than 

the last time. 

 

Another, the coldest temperature in Baishan City in winter is minus 40 degrees. Now is the early winter 

season. The cold wind and ice and snow between the heavens and the earth have very limited ability to 

restore the ice soul. Even the ice soul has to release a lot of ice. Trying to maintain the creatures he 

summoned below to fight, and if he continues to fight like this, the one who can’t resist first must be 

Binghun, not Lu Yang. 

 

“boom!” 

 

Binghun’s body was shattered by Lu Yang again. Just as Lu Yang had guessed, the number of ice needles 

that Binghun had transformed this time was almost one-third less, which made Binghun feel extremely 

humiliated. 

 

He is indeed physically injured. When the transmission channel between the other world and the earth 

was just opened, he sealed 90% of his strength and got into the space-time channel because he avoided 

the pursuit of the enemy. Unexpectedly, the time-space channel would hurt him so much. 

 

After cultivating in the human world for eight years, only 30 of the sealed bodies have been integrated, 

and the remaining 60 are still frozen in the special space. 



 

Originally, Ice Soul didn’t want to attack humans, but the last time he teleported from another world, it 

was sent by the gods, and a large number of quasi-god peak powerhouses made Ice Soul feel scared. 

 

If he can’t fuse his body in time, the next batch of quasi-gods sent over will not be killed by Lu Yang, and 

he will definitely be promoted to become a lower **** in a very short period of time. At that time, if he 

is found, he will definitely be killed. Therefore, the ice soul hit his mind on the Blazing Demon God. 

 

Binghun was still concerned about the strength of the Blazing Demon God and did not dare to attack in 

the summer. He waited until it snowed in winter before he took the opportunity to launch a surprise 

attack. can fight him. 

 

Although it is said that ice overcomes fire, fire also overcomes ice. Both sides are elemental gods, and 

they only rely on hard power to attack each other. Lu Yang supports the high temperature of 300,000 

degrees, and can throw millions of degrees of high temperature at any time. The damage to the ice soul 

is too great. 

 

If it was in the heyday of Ice Soul, he would still have the strength to fight Lu Yang, and even suppress Lu 

Yang, but he still has 60 strength and has not recovered, so he would not dare to fight with Lu Yang at 

all. When I used the Explosive Flame Technique seven times, I wanted to retreat. 

 

Lu Yang instantly sensed Binghun’s intentions. It was cowardice in battle, which made Lu Yang have a 

new idea when he launched the attack. He wanted to control the 33rd Heaven. Ice soul. 

 

 

Chapter 2551: The price of arrogance 

  

Binghun is a low-level god, and it is still in the wind and snow. Once he wants to escape, he can turn into 

countless ice and snow and escape into the wind and snow. If he escapes to the north side of the border 

of Hei Province, the lowest temperature there is After the invasion of another world, it can reach about 

minus sixty degrees. 

 

This is not the temperature of minus 60 degrees in an area as large as a certain city, but the temperature 

of the world is minus 60 degrees, and there are several meters of ice and snow everywhere. 



 

When Lu Yang arrived in that area, his strength would be suppressed by more than 30, or even more. 

Not to mention whether he could beat Binghun at that time, it would be difficult to find Binghun. If 

Binghun continued to delay tactics, use In just a few days, Lu Yang’s strength has declined even more, 

and it is still unknown whether he will be able to escape. 

 

Letting Binghun run away is also the worst outcome. There is only one thousand days to catch thieves 

and no thousand days to prevent thieves. It is impossible for Lu Yang to stay in the East China Sea area 

anytime and anywhere. If Binghun attacks while Lu Yang is away, Lu Yang can do something None, so the 

best way is to control the ice soul and kill him! 

 

“Thirty-three Heavens” 

 

Lu Yang activated the explosive flame technique again, and while blowing up the body of the ice soul, he 

simulated the surrounding illusion and activated the illusion technique on it. 

 

Ice Soul’s body was blown away again. This time, when it turned into Frost Flying Needles, the number 

was about half of the first time it was transformed, but it was also a rain of needles. 

 

When he shot Lu Yang’s body up again, Binghun stared angrily around him. He hated Lu Yang’s sneak 

attack. This kind of situation suddenly appeared beside him, but he couldn’t perceive it at all. He was the 

first to do it. encountered once. 

 

“Damn reptile, just learned some fur spells of the Blazing Demon God, and dared to make an axe. I am a 

lower god, you are just a quasi-god.” Binghun roared frantically. 

 

Lu Yang silently appeared beside Bing Soul again, but this time when he released the Explosive Flame 

Technique, he deliberately leaked his breath. 

 

Binghun instantly turned to look at Lu Yang, and at that moment, Binghun saw Lu Yang, whose face was 

resolute, but his eyes had gradually lost the brilliance, which made Binghun extremely excited. He knew 

that this Appearance is a symbol of excessive mental energy consumption. 

 



“Death to me!” Binghun punched Lu Yang’s body with his right hand, but at the same time, Lu Yang also 

punched the golden soul core full of explosive flames into Binghun’s body. 

 

“boom!” 

 

Two huge explosions sounded at the same time, Lu Yang’s body was condensed by the ice and shattered 

into countless fragments, and Binghun’s body was once again turned into countless ice needles. 

 

The huge mushroom cloud rose into the sky again, and when Lu Yang and Binghun both condensed their 

bodies, a light rain fell in the sky. 

 

Lu Yang’s eyes became more dull, and his face became more dignified. He stared at Binghun and said, 

“You can’t hold it anymore, now it’s raining above zero degrees. In this weather, It’s the worst for you, 

you should go.” 

 

If Lu Yang didn’t say it, Binghun really wanted to leave, but Binghun saw that Lu Yang was already at the 

end of the game, and even said such harsh words, he didn’t want to leave, as long as he defeated Lu 

Yang, Chi The Flame Demon God’s Heart of the Demon God belongs to him. With this thing, he can 

exchange the Heart of Frost, which is the most important to him, and become a high-ranking God at that 

time, and it is possible to even step on the throne of the Ice God King. Never pass up this once-in-a-

lifetime opportunity. 

 

It’s a pity that Binghun really doesn’t understand the state of Lu Yang and the Blazing Demon God, not 

to mention that Lu Yang is deceiving Binghun with the illusion of the 33rd Heaven. Even if Lu Yang is 

really defeated, he will not be able to defeat Blazing. Demon God, because now the strength of Blazing 

Demon God has returned to the quasi-god level, but he is just too lazy to do it. 

 

“Lu Yang, if you give up now, I will save your life. If you resist again, you will surely die.” Binghun 

launched a new round of attacks towards Lu Yang, his right hand condensed into a fist, a large piece of 

ice The fog condensed in it. 

 

“Ice King Fist” 

 

“Explosive” 



 

Lu Yang and Binghun were facing each other. The fire power of one million degrees was comparable to 

the power of the Ice Emperor Fist. The two were knocked out at the same time, but they could follow 

Binghun and threw them out to face Lu Yang. A flash of memory. 

 

Lu Yang couldn’t avoid being hit by this ice light. In an instant, he found that his body function began to 

decline. Even such a powerful body as a demon body couldn’t recover automatically. Fortunately, the 

power of this move was not large, and the speed of decline was slow. It had no effect on him. 

 

“Lu Yang, you’re dead, you’ve been hit with my ice soul technique, and you have been fighting against 

me for so long, your body is already on the verge of collapse, the ice soul technique will find your body’s 

collapse. Node, speed up the collapse of your body, the more you fight against me now, the faster you 

will die.” Binghun laughed wildly. 

 

“This, you, despicable!” Lu Yang’s face was shocked, but he felt that this ice soul was too pitiful. If Lu 

Yang used his human body, the use of four-armed dharma and explosive flames was far superior. The 

body can’t bear the spell of his own strength, but he uses the body of the devil. 

 

This kind of quasi-god-level spell, if used many times, will at most cause problems with Lu Yang’s mental 

power, but there will be no problems with his body. feel difficult. 

 

“Even if I die, I will perish with you.” The light in Lu Yang’s eyes became even bleaker, and his face 

became determined. When he activated the four-armed dharma, blood spurted out of his chest, and the 

cracks spread out instantly. With the blue imprint of Ice Soul. 

 

“Lu Yang, you’re dead, I’ll kill you!” Binghun laughed wildly and charged towards Lu Yang. Even if he was 

at the end of his force, he continued to fight with Lu Yang. Before leaving, Lu Yang will definitely die. 

 

As for Lu Yang’s death, the rest were demigods, unable to resist even one of his moves. Thinking of this, 

Binghun greeted Lu Yang’s explosive flame and punched him. 

 

“boom” 

 

“boom” 



 

“boom” 

 

… 

 

Binghun and Lu Yang slammed into each other for six punches. At this time, Binghun felt that the soul in 

his body was beginning to suffer severe pain, and his body showed signs of melting, but Lu Yang on the 

other side was even more miserable, his whole body was covered with The terrifying crack, the ice soul 

imprint on it was engraved in each body crack, so that Lu Yang’s body could not recover. 

 

“It’s going to explode, it’s going to explode, I haven’t seen the scene of the body and the soul exploding 

at the same time in a quasi-god-level powerhouse for a long time, that wonderful scene is so 

intoxicating, let me watch it again, Let me watch it again.” Binghun’s voice was full of distorted madness. 

 

Lu Yang seemed to have really reached the end of the bullet. The cracks on his body were getting bigger 

and bigger, and the flames in his body sprang out uncontrollably. He stared at Binghun and said, “Even if 

I die, I will pull you with me.” 

 

&n/>”Four-armed Dharma Explosion” 

 

Lu Yang turned into a ray of light and hit the ice shield in front of Binghun. No matter how hard Lu Yang 

tried, the transparent ice shield remained strong. On the opposite side of Binghun, Binghun stared at Lu 

Yang with a grin. Said: “Don’t worry, your clan and your family will die with you soon, you will not be 

alone.” 

 

The voice just fell. 

 

Lu Yang’s body was broken inch by inch, and the four arms could no longer support it. After an instant 

collapse, Lu Yang’s body also fell to the ground like a pile of fragments, leaving only the burning flames 

on his body, a green flame. The smoke flew up, and it was Lu Yang’s soul that was smashed into powder 

by the ice soul technique. 

 

“Boss!” The voices of Zhuojiu, Bai Shi and the others came from a distance, and the despairing voice 

made Binghun extremely excited. 



 

“Devil of Blazing Flame, it’s your turn.” Binghun turned his head and looked proudly at the flame body 

transformed by Devil of Blazing Flame. It turned into a ray of icy light and shot over, and in an instant he 

came to Devil God of Blazing Flame. Just as he was about to reach out to grab the Blazing Demon God, a 

strange voice sounded in his ears. 

 

“Buzz!” 

 

This is the sound of entering the teleportation channel. Binghun looked around blankly. The White 

Mountain City, which was full of ice and snow just now, suddenly turned into yellow sand. A huge white 

sun in the sky was emitting a 20,000-degree light. The high temperature scorched the earth, making him 

feel extremely painful. 

 

“Where’s the Blazing Demon God? Where’s Lu Yang? What about the humans?” Binghun asked in 

confusion. 

 

Lu Yang appeared silently 50 meters in front of Binghun. He couldn’t help laughing. He stared at Binghun 

and said, “You are so stupid, how did you cultivate to a lower god?” 

 

“You, are you not dead?” Binghun was stunned. 

 

Lu Yang shook his head and pointed to his body, and said, “Not only did I not die, but my body was not 

hurt in any way. Are you surprised or surprised?” 

 

“I don’t believe it.” Binghun felt that he had been insulted, and launched the Ice Emperor Fist towards 

Lu Yang, but his icy mist only passed through a distance of fifty meters. It was gone, and the ice fog was 

completely roasted by the high temperature of 20,000 degrees. 

 

“Four Arms” 

 

Lu Yang grabbed Binghun’s fist, and his body instantly transformed into a 30-meter-high, four-armed 

demon form, and the chaotic demon flames flew towards Binghun’s neck, strangling him tightly, and his 

two arms exerted force. Swing a two-headed bird warhammer. 



 

After two crisp sounds, Binghun’s two arms were smashed and separated from his body. He and Lu Yang 

took out a golden soul core with their free arms and poured magic power. He stared at Binghun who 

was struggling desperately in front of him and said. : “Use the ice needle if you have the guts. Under the 

high temperature of 20,000 degrees, I will see if you can last until the moment you combine your body.” 

 

What Ice Soul was most afraid of was the high temperature of 20,000 degrees, so when the chaotic 

demon flame chains bound him, he could only struggle like this, but he didn’t dare to split into ice 

needles to escape. 

 

“It’s impossible, it’s impossible, how could I enter your inner space, it’s impossible!” Binghun was 

hanged by his neck, desperately telling his unwillingness. 

 

The Blazing Demon God turned into a flash of fire and appeared beside Lu Yang, looked at Binghun and 

shook his head, and said, “Why are you so stupid, how can there be such a stupid inferior **** in this 

world, and you can actually be a quasi-god? The illusion, my God, you really lowered the IQ of our other 

world.” 

 

“I got an illusion? Impossible!” Binghun’s neck was about to be broken by the Chaos Demon Flame 

Chain, and he was still struggling. 

 

Lu Yang said with a smile: “It’s okay to tell you, from the time you fought with me to the mid-term, when 

I found that my eyes gradually lost the light, I was casting illusions on you, but my illusions were very 

slight, it was the kind of illusion. For superficial illusions, you can’t count them, because I just used the 

common sense you think to create an illusion that you think should appear.” 

 

“You were still very energetic at that time?” Binghun’s eyes were full of shock. 

 

Lu Yang nodded and said, “I am the body of a demon god. Before fighting you, I was attacked by the 

remnant soul of the demon god, but I killed the remnant soul of the demon god, so a small part of my 

spiritual power is pure. Divine power, after fighting with you for so long, my mental power has not been 

depleted much, and my divine power has not been depleted at all.” 

 

Binghun understood and said excitedly: “So no matter how many times your body explodes, the body of 

the devil will not be injured. My ice soul has no effect on you at all?” 



 

“Of course, but you think my body should have been seriously injured, and you described to me how I 

was injured by the ice soul technique, and I followed your words and used illusions to become what you 

wanted to see. . 

 

And I know that your ultimate goal is the Blazing Demon God. Just after the next fight with you, the 

moment your body is reorganized, a portal is released in front of the Blazing Demon God. I didn’t expect 

you to kill Chi so impatiently. Flame Demon God, you actually rushed over after I pretended to be dead. 

 

This is what you asked for, this is my inner space, there is a 20,000-degree white sun in the sky, and 

there is no exit around , you accept your fate. “Lu Yang put away the double-headed bird warhammer, 

and his two arms grabbed Binghun’s waist. 

 

The violent 300,000-degree high temperature impacted the body of the ice soul at close range. The ice 

soul, who was already on the verge of death, could no longer bear it. The high temperature in the fort 

evaporated, leaving only a diamond-shaped ice core. 

 

“Don’t be in a hurry to put it away.” The Blazing Demon God stopped Lu Yang’s movements, and 

Malthus also flew in and said, “The ice soul is not dead yet, he vaporized into a cloud of fog just now, 

right, that is his soul ,catch him.” 

 

Lu Yang was a little surprised. He didn’t expect Ice Soul to survive in such a form, so he muttered to 

himself, “No wonder he was able to travel here when the other world was just opened. That’s how the 

co-authorship came about.” 

 

The Blazing Demon God said: “It’s just a spell of life. In this state, he is the weakest, and his strength is 

similar to that of No Rank. Search his soul to see what he can gain.” 

 

Lu Yang raised his hand to release the Chaos Demon Flame, and the chain form instantly turned into a 

giant net, grabbing towards the fog in the air. 

 

The Chaos Demon Flame is a flame that kills the soul. As soon as it touched the fog, the heart-piercing 

scream of the Ice Soul came out. 

 



Lu Yang has no sympathy at all. If it wasn’t for him being promoted to Quasi-God, if it weren’t for him 

fighting Zhuojiu and the others, they would all be killed by Ice Soul and become ice slaves. Thousands of 

people died tragically. 

 

To deal with such a bastard, Lu Yang just wanted to make him die quickly. The soul search technique 

penetrated into Binghun’s mind through the chaotic demon flame. When Lu Yang finished reading it, he 

looked at the Blazing Flame Devil in shock. 

 

The Blazing Demon God also looked at Lu Yang in shock, and said, “You’re really lucky boy.” 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 2552: Ice Magic Stone 

  

“What special news is there in Ice Soul’s head?” Malthus asked curiously. 

 

Lu Yang blinked and said, “Ice Soul was originally a low-level god, and when a different world came to 

him and flew over through the teleportation channel, 90% of the magic power of his whole body was 

stored in his special space, and he came to this world for eight years. He only absorbed 30%, and the 

remaining 60% still exists in his special space.” 

 

Malthus was stunned, his eyes widened and he said: “How can there be such a good thing, take it out 

quickly, if you use it well, you can cultivate a quasi-god at the peak of the ice element in a short time, 

and even break through to the next god. possible.” 

 

Blazing Demon God made a move with his right hand, opening a strange space, where large pieces of 

blue-white stones like diamonds fell out, and there were also a large number of blue-white gems shining 

brightly. 

 

“Ice Magic Stone!” Malthus said with glowing eyes: “Hurry up and move to the Demon God’s space. 

Your space is too violent, and it’s easy to burn these things down.” 



 

Lu Yang nodded, and hurriedly transferred both the Ice Soul’s Divine Core and the Ice Magic Stone to the 

Demon Temple, and then he asked, “What is the Ice Magic Stone for?” 

 

Malthus said: “The ice wolf demons outside are all created with ice magic stones. This thing is something 

left by the Ice Soul family from ancient times. As long as the ice magic stones are not destroyed, even 

those ice wolf demons die. Now, you can still use the dropped ice magic stones to create a group of 

monarch-level and demigod-level powerhouses.” 

 

Lu Yang’s eyes lit up. He had a team of ice magicians under him. The lovely queen also had ice elf 

bodyguards. The legion of the monarchy can be quickly formed. 

 

“I’ll go out and find them.” Lu Yang flew out of Bandarsburg excitedly, looked at Zhuojiu and Bai Shi and 

others who were cleaning the battlefield, and shouted, “After killing all the ice demon wolves, find Find 

them in their bodies, if there is any sparkle, bring them all back, that’s a treasure.” 

 

“Is that so?” the white lion asked while standing on the body of a smashed ice demon wolf, holding a 

bright blue-white stone. 

 

“That’s it, collect everything and return to Baishan City.” Lu Yang jumped and fell in the direction of 

Baishan City. 

 

The elves in the city quickly withdrew the defensive formation. Algaia led the crowd to the front and 

asked excitedly, “Boss, where is the ice soul?” 

 

Lu Yang said with a smile, “Let me kill you, you will be really safe from now on.” 

 

“Great.” Algaia exhaled in excitement. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Place the emotions of your clan, prepare to start the spring next year, and officially start 

your clan’s new life.” 

 



Algaia nodded fiercely, turned around and walked firmly towards the square in the city. He wanted to 

announce the good news to all elves and trolls. 

 

Lu Yang looked at the rest of his brothers, found the lovely queen standing in the corner of the back row 

in the crowd, and said, “Chu Xiao, come here.” 

 

The cute queen’s real name is Chu Xiao. After eight years since the advent of another world, the 

arrogant but resolute little girl who followed Lu Yang has grown into the female leader of the Ice Mage 

Corps. She looked like a little witch, but she didn’t dare to show it in front of Lu Yang, and asked cutely, 

“Boss, what’s the matter?” 

 

Lu Yang took out the core of the ice soul from the Demon Temple with a smile, and said, “It’s yours. 

From now on, you will enter the Void Temple, practice well, and advance to the peak of the quasi-god as 

soon as possible.” 

 

Chu Xiao’s eyes widened, and the ice elf attached to her flew out of her body, and also stared at the 

core of the ice soul with wide eyes. 

 

“Haw haw!” 

 

The ice elf let out a burst of excited shouts. Only Chu Xiao could understand what it meant, but there 

was no need for the ice elf to say how important this divine nucleus was. Chu Xiao could sense it herself. 

This thing could make her cold. Strength by leaps and bounds. 

 

“Boss, am I worthy?” Chu Xiao was a little afraid to pick it up. In the eight years of another world, there 

were tens of thousands of brothers in the Jagged Brotherhood who died in battle. Chu Xiao clearly 

remembered every brother who killed her by blocking the sword. Human children are more qualified to 

obtain this divine core, she is not worthy! 

 

Lu Yang sighed, looked at Chu Xiao and said, “Don’t let those brothers die for you in vain, you have to 

protect their families, the war is still going on, you are the first human being recognized by the ice elves, 

and the **** core will be handed over to you. You are the most suitable choice, don’t be unconfident, 

improve your strength as soon as possible, I need you to be able to participate in the war with the 

strength of a peak quasi-god in two months.” 

 



It took 60 years to enter the Void Hall, but Chu Xiao was only the strength of the monarch, and it was 

too far to be promoted to the pinnacle of quasi-god! 

 

Sixty years may not be enough! 

 

Chu Xiao’s eyes gradually became firm, she picked up the core and looked at Lu Yang and said, “I will 

definitely do it.” 

 

Lu Yang nodded and said, “This is only 40% of the Divine Core, and I will give you the remaining 60% 

after you have absorbed this. Enter the Void Hall. His Highness Malthus will guide you.” 

 

Malthus rolled his eyes and said, “I’m tired of exhaustion.” 

 

Lu Yang laughed and said loudly: “All the ice mages come to me to gather, come early, get it early, and 

don’t necessarily get it if you arrive late.” 

 

There were more than 3,000 pure ice mages in the Jagged Brotherhood. Hearing this, they rushed 

towards Lu Yang and stood up in 20 minutes. 

 

“Report to the boss, all the Ice Mage will report to you.” Deputy Head Sun Yuxuan said loudly. 

 

Lu Yang pulled out all the ice magic stones from the Demon Temple and said, “Send it to every ice 

magician. From now on, all ice magicians will enter the snow-storm area to practice, and absorb the 

energy in the ice magic stones within two months. , to be promoted to the monarch rank, and if you 

need a magic crystal, you can ask Tu Feng to get it at any time.” 

 

“Yes.” Sun Yuxuan nodded solemnly, he knew that there must be a very important task to be handed 

over to them, and immediately led the staff to distribute the ice magic stones to the ice mages one by 

one. 

 

The Blazing Demon God was a little curious and asked, “What do you want to do?” 

 



Lu Yang opened the map on his arm, pointed to the junction of Guangxi and Hunan, and said, “The blood 

spirit snake clan is in this area, and I plan to kill them in two months.” 

 

Blazing Fire God, Malthus, and Old Jones all explained to Lu Yang the blood snake clan they knew, which 

was an amphibious race that lived near the North Pole between the flame star and the dark moon star 

in another world. 

 

Every year, the flame star will erupt like a dark moon star. At that time, the flame star will enter an 

extremely hot state, and the blood snake will migrate to the dark moon star area at this time, but when 

the dark moon star erupts, the blood snake will again Will migrate to the side of the flame star. 

 

This means that the blood spirit snakes have two weaknesses, they are afraid of holy light and cold. 

When the flame star erupts and the blood spirit snake clan enters the dark moon star area, they will curl 

up in the house most of the time and not go out, or even go out. into a dormant state. 

 

Nowadays, the blood spirit snake family has been fooled into the Guangxi area by Fu Yun. Before the 

invasion of the other world, the winter there would rarely enter the sub-zero state, but after entering 

the other world, the global industry was destroyed. , global warming has also become global cooling, 

and the winter in Guangxi will also enter below zero, and it will snow. 

 

Lu Yang was going to have a big snowstorm in Shiwanda Mountain two months later, when the weather 

entered the severe cold, forcing the blood spirit snake clan into hibernation, and he took this 

opportunity to slaughter them all. The Blood Spirit Snake Clan can get more training materials, and they 

can also get the full help of Old Jones. 

 

The Blazing Demon God and Malthus looked at each other and were a little surprised by Lu Yang’s 

thoughts, Malthus said: “Once the temperature drops to minus twenty degrees, it will cause serious 

damage to the body of the blood snake, this move should be feasible.” 

 

Lu Yang said: “There is another reason for me to go there. The Dark Moon Young Master will never sit 

back and watch as I grow stronger. Although the army I will send next time may be easily killed by us, I 

doubt it. Sooner or later, he will destroy us, so I have to do some preparations, so I can’t be led by his 

nose.” 

 



This is what he is most worried about. There will be no pie in the sky. The cooperation between the Dark 

Moon Young Master and Lu Yang is limited to when Lu Yang does not pose a threat to him. Once the 

Dark Moon Young Master sends his clansmen to the East China Sea, then Lu Yang is the biggest obstacle 

and must be removed. 

 

At the moment, Lu Yang started the preparations. After seeing the seventh form of Dark Moon, Lu Yang 

didn’t dare to despise the powerful and powerful clans in another world. It is not certain that there is a 

race with special abilities that can tempt the East China Sea across the world. of humans. 

 

Ordinary people can’t stand the temptation of power, and some careerists will lose their minds by this 

temptation, so he continues to act to confuse the outside world, pretending that all the legions continue 

to attack the north, looking for the remnants of the ice soul. Force, Lu Yang flew into the dense forest 

further north on the border of Hei Province alone, but in fact, Lu Yang took a circle in secret and quietly 

flew back to the East China Sea. Without disturbing anyone, he found him. Old Jones, let him pretend to 

retreat and practice, and actually flew him towards Guangxi. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 2553: Exploring the Blood Snake Clan 

  

Six hours later, in the predawn darkness. 

 

Lu Yang flew over 1,900 kilometers to Gui City, Guangxi Province, and looked at the high-rise buildings in 

ruins below, he couldn’t help but sigh. 

 

Before the advent of another world, this place was a famous tourist attraction in the world. He had not 

been there before, and it was destroyed like this. 

 

In the urban area, the hissing sound of snakes can be heard everywhere, and in the sky not far away, 

you can also see strange birds with a golden crown on their heads and extremely sharp mouths. 

 



Lu Yang activated his perception ability and found that there were no monsters in a dilapidated old 

building not far to the left. He landed in a room on the sixth floor and sat down to rest and recover his 

magic power. 

 

“Wow!” 

 

The gust of wind whizzed past, and Lu Yang took out the intercom and looked at it. The outside 

temperature displayed on it was minus three degrees, which brought a smile to the corner of his mouth. 

 

“Come out.” Lu Yang made a move with his right hand and summoned Old Jones from Bandarsburg. 

 

“Damn, I smelled the smell of those **** blood snakes, they are very close, very close.” Old Jones’s 

snake-like face became more sinister, but the cold weather made him tremble. 

 

Lu Yang’s right hand burst into flames and set the sofa in the room on fire. He asked curiously, “Are you 

so afraid of low temperature?” 

 

Old Jones hurriedly approached the sofa area to warm up, nodded and said, “Our ancestor was Turin, 

the flying ten-headed snake in mythology, who was killed in the battle of the polar cold star, the main 

head and body were frozen and shattered, and the nine snake heads survived. , formed today’s nine 

new races, such as shadow snake, blood spirit snake, black devil snake, etc., but our bodies all have the 

same defect, that is, when we escaped from the polar cold star to form a new race, the polar cold gas 

entered the In our body, we are extremely afraid of cold, and even after so many generations, it has not 

changed.” 

 

Lu Yang asked: “How low is the temperature that will make the Blood Spirit Snake Clan go dormant?” 

 

Old Jones said: “This temperature is not enough, at least 30 degrees lower, but before we go to sleep, 

we will spray a lot of poison in the surrounding area. I need to check the blood snakes in the 

surrounding area to make sure they are holding Is the poison the same as before?” 

 

Lu Yang is also worried about this problem. He is not good at using poison. Although he is a flame body 

and a demon body, the blood spirit snake clan has a record of killing a median god-level powerhouse 

with poison. He can’t be careless. 



 

“The blood spirit snake clan will come over soon, hide your breath.” The purpose of Lu Yang lighting the 

fire was to attract the blood spirit snake clan to come and investigate. 

 

really. 

 

Lu Yang didn’t have to wait too long. When only one third of the wooden sofa was burning, there was a 

strong cooing sound in the distance. 

 

Two blood-red creatures with snake-like bodies but a giant tumor on their upper body jumped up. As 

soon as they entered the house, they raised the huge bone knife on their arms, staring at the room and 

looking left and right. 

 

The bone knives are very special. There are three in total, one long and two short. They are not held by 

hand but grow out of the flesh. The tip of the bone knife is still glowing with purple-black light, which is 

obviously highly poisonous. 

 

One of the blood snakes said with a sneer in their own language: “I smell the smell of humans, and there 

is fresh meat to eat.” 

 

“Come out, we have found you, poor reptile.” Another blood snake showed a hideous expression, 

twisted his body and walked into the room. 

 

Passing by the burning sand, several sparks burst out from the crackling flames, and neither of the two 

blood snakes paid attention, but just as the sparks flew behind them, Lu Yang suddenly showed his 

body. 

 

“Thirty-three Heavens” 

 

Two strange rays of light shot into the souls of the two blood-spirit snakes, and immediately, they both 

froze in place, and then Lu Yang launched the soul search technique. 

 



Old Jones came out of the room on the side, and also launched a soul search technique on the two 

blood snakes. After a search, the two opened their eyes one after another. 

 

“The toxin has not changed. The blood spirit snake emperor still uses the toxin from our other world.” 

Old Jones said with a grin on his face: “The medicine I researched can completely counteract this toxin.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “It’s good to be restrained. This blood spirit snake clan is really arrogant. Their 

clan leader has even set the living area of the entire clan in the center of Gui City.” 

 

“Is there a problem?” old Jones asked. 

 

Lu Yang pointed to the waterway around the city outside, and said, “This means that millions of blood 

snakes rely on the water system of this city to live. I want you to poison the water and tell me what 

poison you have!” 

 

Old Jones looked outside and said, “This is living water, and it will take at least a month for poisoning. As 

for my toxin, it is called dark poison. If you don’t fight for life and death, this toxin has no effect, but it 

needs to be carried out. If there is a life-and-death battle, the dark poison will strike.” 

 

“Go upstream with me.” Lu Yang took Old Jones into Bandarsburg and flew into the sky, while the two 

blood snakes in the room were still in an illusion. 

 

suddenly. 

 

A bunch of flames jumped out, and the high temperature caused the two blood snakes to wake up. They 

looked at each other and found nothing abnormal, and continued to walk into the room to investigate. 

 

“Have you found humans yet?” 

 

“No.” 

 

“Damn it, another day of nothing.” 



 

“Let’s go back.” 

 

The two blood snakes jumped off the tall building and returned to the downtown area. On the other 

side, in the upstream area of Gui City, Lu Yang released Old Jones from Bandarsburg again. Jones took it 

out of his pocket and poured it into the river. 

 

The potion was black, but after it melted into the water, it quickly turned colorless and drifted into the 

city along with the river. 

 

“I’ll go explore the city, be careful yourself.” Lu Yang was worried that the Blood Spirit Snake Emperor 

would not drink the water here, it would be embarrassing. He picked up a bag of poison and put it in 

Bandarsburg, and flew towards the city. past. 

 

Old Jones is a monarch himself, not only good at using poison but also good at melee combat, so he 

doesn’t have to worry about his safety at all. Moreover, Lu Yang has also explored the surrounding area 

with his consciousness. Except for poisonous snakes, there is no blood spirit snake family. 

 

At this time, it was at dawn. On the streets of the city, there were huge fires burning everywhere. The 

closer to the city center, the more such fires, the nearest ten meters, and the farthest more than thirty 

meters. 

 

Near the fire, there are a large number of blood snakes. They have changed the appearance of the city. 

All kinds of strange blood threads and mucus have formed a special mesh structure over the city. The 

blood snakes run on the blood threads. Running much faster on the ground. 

 

Many low-level blood snakes have already woken up, and they came to the river and bent down to drink 

the water directly, and most of them were still sleeping. 

 

Lu Yang turned into a spark and jumped between the various fires. The sun had already come out, and 

his actions were more concealed. He jumped to the largest fire in the city center. He found the target of 

the trip, the blood snake. Emperor! 

 



In a ten-story shopping mall, the door and even the three-story wall have been broken. Blocking the 

door is a terrifying red **** face. This is the face of the Blood Spirit Snake Emperor. 

 

Unlike other races, the blood spirit snake family is hermaphrodite. If you want to become a male snake, 

you can change from a female snake to a male snake. If you want to change from a male snake to a 

female snake, you can change at any time. 

 

Under normal circumstances, the strongest clansmen become the patriarchs, serving as female snakes, 

and the other elders serve as male snakes. After mating, they breed offspring, and strive to make the 

genes of the race better. 

 

Before coming to Earth, the patriarch of the Blood Spirit Snake Clan also died in battle, so now it is the 

first elder who is the patriarch, from a male snake to a female snake, the second elder fills up to become 

the first elder, and the rest of the elders fill in in turn and continue to work with the new patriarch. 

breed offspring together. 

 

Once he became the snake king among female snakes, his body could no longer maintain a 2-meter-high 

body shape, and he tried his best to shrink his body shape, which was also about 30 meters high. 

 

The bigger the body size, the more disadvantaged it will be on the battlefield, and the usual 

concealment is also very disadvantageous. Therefore, all ethnic groups usually survive with smaller body 

shapes. 

 

“Wow!” 

 

The Blood Spirit Snake Emperor suddenly let out a long whistle, with an angry meaning in the sound, and 

hundreds of blood spirit snakes of the monarch rank around climbed up from the ground in an instant, 

quickly ran to the river not far away, and used magic power to draw the river water to form A water 

polo ran to the entrance of the mall and fed the water polo into the mouth of the Blood Spirit Snake 

Emperor.  

 

More than a dozen quasi-god-level elders nearby walked into the side doors on the left and right, 

obviously, they were going to the mating work of the new day. 

 



Lu Yang felt a little disgusted, he really couldn’t understand, the Blood Spirit Snake Emperor had been 

the first elder for hundreds of years before, and he and the second to seventeenth elders had been 

brothers for hundreds of years. If he becomes a female, the other brothers can go down and mate with 

him. 

 

“I’m sick to death.” Lu Yang said speechlessly. 

 

Blazing Demon God smiled and said, “This race is indeed different from most races in our world, but 

there are many such races in your world.” 

 

“Out of sight is pure.” Lu Yang said. 

 

“Woo!” The Blood Spirit Snake Emperor roared again, followed by the sound of patter, and some of the 

nearby monarch-order blood spirit snakes ran to the back door of the shopping mall. When they came 

back not long after, every blood spirit The snakes were holding two dark red snake eggs and entered the 

underground garage next to them. 

 

Lu Yang secretly counted the number, and when the last one came into the garage with a snake egg, the 

Blood Spirit Snake Emperor laid more than 1,000 snake eggs this time. 

 

But this is not the end. In the afternoon, the blood snake laid more than 1,000 snake eggs, and in the 

daytime the next day, it also laid eggs twice in the morning and evening. 

 

Lu Yang hid in the fire to observe for a month, and found that the blood spirit snake emperor is like this 

every day. The clansmen feed water, feed food, and produce snake eggs. The snake eggs hatch once a 

month, and the cubs are born. 

 

When a batch of cubs hatched, the Blood Spirit Snake Emperor would order the clansmen to expand the 

living area of the clan, and this batch just went upstream. 

 

Lu Yang secretly said that he was lucky. Taking advantage of the chaos of the blood spirit snake clan 

carrying snake eggs, he flew back to the upstream area first, and took Old Jones to the East China Sea. 

 



  

  

  

 

Chapter 2554: Tier 10 Magic Crystal 

  

Taking advantage of the fact that there was still a month left, Lu Yang did not rush back to the East China 

Sea, but flew towards the junction of Shandong and Henan Province. 

 

When he flew over before, he sensed that there were two races from another world fighting at the 

bottom of this area, and he was a little curious about what it was like now. 

 

The light flickered. 

 

Lu Yang accelerated his flight, and within four hours, he arrived at the Dushan Lake area at the junction 

of Shandong Province and Henan Province. 

 

This is a huge lake, enough for millions of people to drink water here all year round. In fact, it is not too 

difficult to find a race that looks for another world. 

 

Among the races in the alien world that have been transmitted, there are many amphibious races, that 

is, the races that are located in the north and south poles of the alien world and are illuminated by two 

stars at the same time. Such races generally still need water. 

 

Even if they leave the original gathering place after being teleported with the help of Fu Yun, they 

cannot do without water. As long as they search in the nearby water source area, they can generally be 

found. 

 

It just so happens that the two warring races below need water, but there are two giant water sources 

like Dushan Lake in Shandong Province and Henan Province, and the other is Weishan Lake, just below 

Dushan Lake. . 

 



“Bang!” 

 

A huge metal knock sounded from the ground, and a giant creature visible to Lu Yang’s naked eyes grew 

wildly, reaching more than 200 meters in a blink of an eye, entering the clouds. 

 

This monster is a blue-white humanoid monster. Its body seems to be made of rocks. It is very strong. 

There are no weapons on its arms, but two huge pincers. . 

 

“What race is this?” Lu Yang asked. 

 

“The giant pincer, living in the area between the polar cold star and the holy light star, likes to live by the 

water.” The Blazing Demon God said. 

 

Lu Yang was a little curious and said, “Then why don’t they go to the sea, why are they staying by the 

lake?” 

 

The Blazing Demon God smiled and said, “There are still few races like the Sea Demons that can adapt to 

the salty waters. The Giant Claw Demon may have higher requirements for the waters.” 

 

“The physique of crayfish.” Lu Yang complained. 

 

“When I can’t transform?” Another creature visible to the naked eye grew crazily. This creature Lu Yang 

knew, belonged to the gods and beards, and was almost the same as humans from the neck down, but 

there were a lot of beards on the chin. . 

 

When they met in the Red Mist Blood Pond, Lu Yang thought they were humans from another world, 

but later found out that this race was a new race that was automatically formed by flesh and blood after 

the death of an ancient god, and had nothing to do with humans. . 

 

The most powerful part of the Shenbeard clan is the beard on his face. This thing can perceive the holy 

light, and the strongest state can turn the body into an archangel-like creature. 

 



“Transformation of the Holy Light!” The strong man of the Shenbeard Clan instantly turned into an 

archangel state, the Holy Light wings behind him were very dazzling, and there was a stick made of Holy 

Light in his hand. 

 

Lu Yang hid in the higher clouds and watched the two quasi-gods fight, and said to the Blazing Demon 

God: “If I guessed correctly, these two should be the patriarch of the Giant Claw Demon and the 

Godbeard Clan. They are all at the peak of the quasi-god, and the breakthrough is only a few months 

away.” 

 

The Blazing Demon God said, “It’s just two ignorant races. They only know the war but don’t know the 

plot. It’s too stupid to make people work hard even after the plot.” 

 

Lu Yang nodded. He had already guessed how Fu Yun was spreading the word here. He probably told the 

Giant Clan that the Shenxu Clan wanted to monopolize the water source, and told the Shenbeard Clan 

that the Giant Clan would move into Dushan Lake collectively. live inside. 

 

Just such a simple sentence is enough to make the two races desperately, who made them two can’t live 

without water. 

 

“Huh?” Lu Yang felt that the sky above his head was getting dark. He looked up and saw a large thick 

black cloud floating in the sky in the distance, covering an area of hundreds of kilometers, covering the 

entire sky. 

 

The cold wind carried the goose feather-like university down, and suddenly the temperature dropped by 

nearly 20 degrees, but this cold current was obviously not formed naturally, and Lu Yangneng could 

clearly feel that the cold current contained a magical aura. 

 

“Tenth-order ice magic crystals?” The head of the Godbeard clan roared: “The angel army raided, found 

these ice magic crystals, and destroyed their magic circle.” 

 

This kind of cold cannot be endured by the Shenbeard Clan. If the big blizzard is allowed to fall like this, 

it will not take a few days for the Shenbeard Clan to freeze to death. 

 



“Unexpectedly, Shenxu, I endured for a month, just waiting for this day, all your clansmen have been 

transferred to the battlefield, and if you can’t draw a team, you and I have used the last mana to 

prepare for a deadly battle. Now what else can you do to stop this blizzard from coming?” 

 

“Aren’t you afraid that your clan will freeze to death?” the quasi-god of the Shenbeard clan roared 

angrily. 

 

“It is an honor to die in battle for the sake of the race!” The Giant Claw Demon Patriarch roared, 

showing a crazy look, and said, “There are only two races, you and me, in this area. , usher in peace for 

the future generations of our tribe, giant pincer, kill!” 

 

The patriarch of the Giant Claw Demon Clan took the lead in launching the attack. He used his pincers to 

collide with the holy bachelor of the Shenbeard Clan again and again. The two warriors on the ground 

fought even more fiercely, especially the Giant Clamp Demon Clan, the patriarch had already Fighting for 

their lives, they were driven to extreme madness. 

 

Lu Yang looked at the areas on the left and right, and was seen by the Blazing Demon God, and said, 

“Looking for the location of the tenth-order magic crystal.” 

 

Lu Yang nodded sharply and said, “Both clans are so brave, I have to help them. It has to be fair and 

just.” 

 

The Blazing Demon God gave Lu Yang a roll of eyes in his consciousness, and said, “The area 50 

kilometers to the east is where the breath comes from.” 

 

Lu Yang was a little shocked. As he flew to the east, he asked, “Your sensing range has reached 50 

kilometers?” 

 

“You are promoted to quasi-god, and I will naturally improve with my strength, but it has not reached 

that much level, it is about 10 kilometers, but the tenth-order magic energy crystal is special, the ice 

aura of this thing is very far away, I can I can feel it.” The Blazing Demon God said. 

 



Lu Yang nodded and flew over the area of 50 kilometers quickly, and found that there was a huge 

mountain range below. At this time, he didn’t need the help of the Blazing Devil God. He could already 

perceive the location of the tenth-order magic crystal, just in front of him. In a valley not far away. 

 

The large snowstorm has frozen the valley here. There are only 30 giant pincers in the valley, all of which 

have been frozen into ice cubes! 

 

The tenth-order magic energy crystal is also called the **** stone. Once triggered, the overflowing 

energy will freeze everything around it. 

 

When Lu Yang came into the valley, he was a little surprised to see the thirty giant pincers who had been 

frozen to death, and said, “I can’t believe that there are races in other worlds who are willing to sacrifice 

for the whole family. I despise them. .” 

 

The Blazing Demon God said: “The experience of each **** race is different. Those small races are born 

with low-level races, but most of the **** races are new creatures that grew out of the ancient 

creatures after they died in battle. Organisms encounter different ordeals and produce different racial 

cultures.” 

 

“I already have this experience.” Lu Yang nodded. The spirit arm clan he saw before lived in a way of 

gathering in groups. The brains of the clan people are not controlled by their own consciousness, and 

they need to be controlled by the higher-level spirit arm clan. Control, that’s a unique racial way of life. 

 

The same is true of the blood spirit snake clan. This clan has already subverted Lu Yang’s three views. He 

shook his head and forgot the disgusting breeding method of the blood spirit snakes. He came to the 

front of the magic circle, and a fire flashed from his right hand. 

 

“Explosive” 

 

Lu Yang smashed the tenth-order magic crystal out of the magic circle with a close punch, and in an 

instant, the icy rays of light sprayed on the magic crystal stopped. 

 

He took out a space backpack from the Demon Temple and put the magic energy crystal in the space 

backpack, continued flying towards the East China Sea with this backpack. 



 

The Shenbeard Clan and the Giant Clamp Clan will definitely fight to the death. It is not appropriate to 

join and merge at this time. It is better to return to the East China Sea quickly and prepare for the war 

against the Blood Spirit Snake. 

 

Four hours later. 

 

Lu Yang flew to the border of Hei Province. In order to avoid the spies’ detection, he ordered Zhuojiu 

and others to lead a 100,000 army into the border area on the north side of Hei Province. In name, they 

were chasing down the remaining clansmen under Binghun. See if there are spies following. 

 

The other one, after arriving at the Ice Soul Nest, the 100,000-strong army did not explore outside, and 

the entire army stationed in place and began to practice. 

 

In the past two years, Lu Yang led the Jagged Brotherhood to slaughter three divine races, slaughtered 

the troll camp in another world, and plundered the treasure house of dark orcs and jackal-headed orcs. 

 

The training resources obtained were enough for 400,000 people to be promoted to the monarch rank, 

but Lu Yang didn’t have time. This time, he could practice for a month. The army of 100,000 people 

experienced the joy of endless resources. 

 

Falling from the sky, Lu Yang looked at Zhuojiu and the others who were greeted by him below, and 

asked, “How are you cultivating, brothers?” 

 

Zhuojiu said: “All members of the Dragon Orc Legion are of the monarch rank, and half of them have 

reached the middle rank of the monarch. The legion has also risen to the monarch rank, and the 

strength of the 20,000 God-Blood Warriors and the 30,000 Holy Light Warriors have also been raised to 

the lord rank.” 

 

Lu Yang nodded with satisfaction, summoned Old Jones out of Bandarsburg, and received: “Brother Qi, I 

will tell you about the blood snakes and how to fight them. ” 

 

Turbid wine and the others nodded, and each gathered their hands to go down. 



 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 2555: create a cold snap 

  

After two hours. 

 

All the 100,000 Jagged Brothers soldiers gathered, and Old Jones came to the stage to explain. 

 

“The fighting method of the blood snake is to attack with venom. There are three moves. The first one is 

to spray a group of poisonous poison, which will cause your soul to become stiff. Whether it is the 

release of magic power or physical movement, it will be delayed very slowly. Before the battle, use the 

antidote I gave you…” 

 

“The second attack method of the blood spirit snake is the bone knife. The bone knife on the arm is very 

sharp. Don’t use your body to resist it. You must use armor of the seventh rank or above to block the 

bone knife of the monarch-level blood spirit snake…” 

 

“The third trick is a blood explosion. Once they face a certain death situation, they may self-destruct and 

contaminate your body with poisonous blood…” 

 

… 

 

Lu Yang watched Old Jones explain for a while and then left, leaving only one clone to continue listening. 

His body entered the Void Hall. 

 

“hiss!” 

 



As soon as he entered the door, Lu Yang couldn’t help shivering from the cold air blowing in his face. He 

looked at the walls and ground of the Void Hall in surprise, and a thick layer of ice had formed, and the 

ice fog even filled the entire area. Void Palace. 

 

At the very center of the dense fog, the lovely queen, that is, Chu Xiao, was sitting cross-legged on the 

ground, her whole body frozen into a huge ice block, and all the cold air was released from this ice block. 

 

Malthus was hiding, and when he saw Lu Yang coming, he flew over and said: “This girl is not low-

quality, I thought she would need 60 years in the Void Hall to break through the demigods, but I didn’t 

expect it to be 30 years. , has reached the critical point of breakthrough, and can be promoted to 

demigod at any time.” 

 

Lu Yang was a little surprised and said, “Is your talent special?” 

 

The Blazing Demon God said in his consciousness: “No, this girl chose to merge with the ice spirit and 

became an elemental body, which can break through in a short period of time, but there is a price, and 

the highest achievement in her life is a lower god. .” 

 

Lu Yang sighed. Each of his brothers was making sacrifices for others. Obviously, Chu Xiao made such a 

choice because he was anxious to improve his strength. 

 

He didn’t want these sacrifices to be worthless and asked, “Is there a way for her to have a demon body 

like me?” 

 

The Blazing Demon God said: “The ice elf will not allow her to change the body of a demon, but there is 

something in the extreme cold palace that can make her ice elf advance to a high-level ice elf, but the 

extreme cold palace is above the extreme cold star, and in the short term It can’t be done inside.” 

 

“Just go when you have the chance.” Lu Yang said firmly. 

 

“Crack!” 

 



The ice on Chu Xiao’s body suddenly appeared cracks, and then the cracks became bigger and bigger, 

and finally became a spider web-like crack, and there was a loud bang. Chu Xiao jumped in front of Lu 

Yang and said excitedly, “Boss, I’ve turned white, it’s natural white, and I don’t have to worry about 

getting tanned anymore.” 

 

Lu Yang rolled his eyes speechlessly, rubbed her hair, and said, “Well done, come back with me, we’re 

going to prepare for the attack.” 

 

“Well.” Chu Xiao doesn’t seem to care about his promotion to a demigod at all. Maybe for girls, Bai is 

their lifelong pursuit! 

 

The light flickered. 

 

Lu Yang led Chu Xiao back to the forest, took out two tenth-order ice-type magic energy crystals from his 

backpack and handed them over to Chu Xiao and said, “This was grabbed while we were on the road, 

let’s study how to grab it. Get a chill out.” 

 

If a blizzard is made directly from the tenth-order ice magic crystal, there will be a lot of magical aura 

inside. Once this blizzard falls in Gui City, the blood snake will definitely know that someone is attacking. 

 

With the 100,000-strong family of the Jagged Brotherhood, the strength is still the combat power 

ranging from the lord level to the monarch level. Facing the onslaught of the army of millions of blood 

snakes, it is impossible to win, and even the entire army is likely to be wiped out. 

 

Another, if it is a strong blizzard that falls on Gui City, the Blood Spirit Snake Emperor may relocate to 

other places with all his clansmen. This blizzard will be meaningless, especially if it is a few hundred 

kilometers south to the North Sea, if you cross the sea again We’re on Hainan Island, so the best way for 

Lu Yang to create this big blizzard is to activate the world’s magic crystals in this blizzard area, and then 

use the Siberian cold current to blow it to Gui City. 

 

It stands to reason that this method does not work, because the Siberian cold current gradually weakens 

after passing through the mountains along the way, so the temperature in Gui City rarely drops to zero 

in winter, but there are two tenth-order ice magic crystals. There are also the air legion of the Jagged 

Brotherhood, as well as the three thousand monarch-level ice-type mages and the ice-type demigod Chu 

Xiao, plus various air units, there is a way to achieve it. 



 

The Blazing Demon God said: “You want to lock the cold current with the ice magic crystal, and then use 

the wind magician to blow the cold current to a higher height to prevent the blocking of the mountains, 

and then float to Gui City, right?” 

 

Lu Yang nodded and said, “That’s right. This is the best way I can think of to minimize battle losses.” 

 

If you just use the three thousand ice-type mages and Chu Xiao to make a big blizzard outside the city of 

Gui, there is still a danger of being discovered. If you use this method, it is the safest. 

 

Chu smiled and said: “My ice elf told me that he is capable of implementing this method, but the speed 

will be much slower. If it passes by with a large cold current, it may take half a month. ” 

 

“Enough is enough, we will start preparing now.” Lu Yang led Chu Xiao to an open area, and found two 

tenth-order magic energy crystals on the ground. 

 

The ice elf and Malthus helped Chu Xiao draw a tenth-order ice formation, which was the simplest 

formation, because it was not difficult to simply lower the temperature. 

 

Coincidentally, today is the period of the outbreak of the cold wave, and a large swath of cold currents 

in the sky passed by. When the tenth-order ice formation was opened, the cold current of hundreds of 

kilometers in a radius was actually controlled, and it slowly climbed to a higher sky. Moreover, the icy 

aura in the tenth-order magic energy crystal quickly flooded into the cold current. 

 

For half a month, Lu Yang and Chu Xiao didn’t know how much cold current they had absorbed, but the 

temperature of the cold current in the sky had dropped to about minus 150 degrees. 

 

Lu Yang felt that it was almost the same, and ordered Chu Xiao to fly into the air and control the cold 

current to fly to the south. He returned to the forest, opened Bandarsburg, and let the 100,000 brothers 

walk in quickly. After everyone went in, He also flew into the air and followed Chu Xiao to the Gui city 

area. 

 



Under normal circumstances, a cold current from Siberia will first reach the Xiaoxing’an Mountains, and 

then be blocked by the Yanshan Mountains all the way to the south, then encounter the Taihang 

Mountains, and then pass through the Dabie Mountains to the Nanling Mountains. 

 

During the period, there will be warm currents constantly approaching, but Lu Yang used the strength of 

the lower **** of fire to burn all the warm currents into water vapor in advance, and only the cold wind 

slammed into the cold current. Although it will increase the temperature of the cold current, but Lift is 

limited. 

 

Because Lu Yang and Chu Xiao had raised the height of the cold current, and Chu Xiao could avoid the 

peaks of these mountains, so after half a month, after several cold currents arrived in Gui City, Chu Xiao 

took the The cold snap has arrived. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 2556: Ancient Snake King 

  

The light flickered. 

 

Lu Yang appeared again in a narrow room surrounded by nine colors of light, with a door in front of him. 

 

Blazing Demon God said: “Push open this door, and the ancient battlefield is outside.” 

 

“Why is it still like the Colosseum?” Lu Yang shook his head with a smile, and pushed the door with both 

hands to open the door. 

 

In an instant, a lush grassland appeared in front of Lu Yang. In the depths of the grassland, there was 

even a large piece of woodland, but each tree was several hundred meters high. 

 

On the right side of the woodland, there is also a huge lake, which can not be seen to the end, like a sea. 



 

The Blazing Demon God smiled and said, “Your boy’s luck is good. You have teleported to an optimal 

area, and go to the lake over there, where there are many ancient snake emperors.” 

 

A pair of wings appeared behind Lu Yang, and he flew towards the lake in a low-altitude flight. He asked, 

“Is there anything special about the ancient snake emperor?” 

 

The Blazing Demon God said with some emotion, “The ancient snake emperor, the wild races that lived 

on this land before I was born, the reason why they are called wild races is that their IQ is uncivilized, 

and they will always be a savage race. The mentality of a beast is completely ignorant of thinking. 

 

Back then, this kind of creature was the powerhouse that swept the whole world. The powerhouses 

among the ancient snake emperors were not even afraid of the **** kings, but unfortunately, these 

races did not know how to think. At the time of the king rank, the god-king of the ancient snake emperor 

family became a hunting target and was killed by the god-kings of the seven races. 

 

In the end, if the **** kings of our generation did not choose to protect them, the ancient snake 

emperor family would have disappeared forever. However, even if they were protected by us, their 

number would not develop. Now there are only about 3,000. If If you can hunt one of them, it is enough 

to quickly raise your 10,000 people to the monarch rank. ” 

 

Lu Yang became interested. He flew to the lake. As the Blazing Demon God said, he saw more than a 

dozen ancient snake emperors nearby. Each of them could be thousands of meters in length, and their 

body was as thick as a giant dragon. At the same time, the head does not look like a snake head at all, 

with a rounded corner like a golden crown on the top, three eyes, and tusks in the mouth that have 

grown out, like ivory, and have both upper and lower jaws. 

 

“Have I fought?” Lu Yang doubted himself, there were too many opponents. 

 

Blazing Demon God said: “The strength of this ancient snake emperor is also a quasi-god rank, but you 

have to remember that the rank photos of all wild creatures are an extra 1.5 rank compared to other 

races, and they grew up in the soil of another world. Although there is no ability to think independently, 

in terms of ferocity, it is unmatched, even if it is the same rank Chaos Beast compared with the wild 

creatures, it is still a little worse. 

 



Of course, although the wild creatures are very strong, as I said, they do not have too high IQ, you just 

need to seize his weakness and attack him. The weakness of the ancient snake emperor is the soul. ” 

 

“You want me to use the Thirty-Three Heavens?” Lu Yang was a little surprised and asked, “They are the 

minds of beasts, so my illusion is not valid for them.” 

 

Blazing Demon God said: “The lowest level of illusion, you only need to lure him to mate. This illusion is 

one of them.” 

 

Lu Yang was speechless and said, “You still use this trick?” 

 

“I also came up from a low level back then, so what’s so strange about using this kind of trick.” The 

Blazing Flame Demon God is very open now, and he has long stopped putting on the air of his **** king, 

and said proudly: “One If you release the illusion, you will have a good show, of course, before you 

perform the illusion, you have to arrange the surrounding area, the two thousand-meter-long ancient 

snake emperors fight, and you must attract strong people from other directions.” 

 

Lu Yang nodded, took out the Earth quasi-god rank magic energy crystal obtained in the crater of the No 

Tears Camp, and arranged it into a large gravity magic array according to the method taught by the 

Blazing Demon God, and followed him again. Four flame avatars were transformed from the avatars in 

the body, each of which was released by him with all his strength. 

 

“Explosive” 

 

A golden soul core appeared in Lu Yang’s hand. After he poured four in a row, he handed it over to the 

four clones. As long as someone came, he would first use the high gravity technique to control the 

opponent, and then use the four clones to attack. 

 

“Even if the Saint Gold Clan came, his golden body could have been blown apart.” Lu Yang asked 

curiously. 

 

“Don’t think about it, you can’t beat him, the holy gold clan of the quasi-god rank, if you release the 

golden body with all your strength, you can reach the peak of the lower god, and some can even reach 

the initial level of the middle god. Double power, when will you be able to reach ten times the power, 



you should think about fighting against the Holy Gold Clan and the Silver Moon Demon.” The Blazing 

Demon God said. 

 

Lu Yang was a little helpless. He also wanted to make the Explosive Flame Technique exert ten times the 

power, but the flame stored by his golden magic core was three times as much. If there were more, the 

magic core would explode. 

 

If he can exert ten times the power, with his demon body and explosive flame technique, let alone the 

middle **** after the transformation of the holy gold clan, even if the real middle **** comes, he can 

be seriously injured by the explosion. . 

 

“Illusion” 

 

Lu Yang didn’t even bother to use the Thirty-Three Heavens, so he directly released the lowest-level 

ecstasy illusion to the ancient snake emperor closest to him. 

 

The ancient snake emperor really entered the estrus period in an instant, just as the Blazing Demon God 

said, and charged towards an ancient snake emperor not far away. 

 

“Roar~!” 

 

“Roar~!” 

 

The two ancient snake emperors could actually make a roar. The latter fell into a violent rage instantly 

after being knocked down by the former. One tail kicked each other away. The ancient snake emperor, 

who was confused by the illusion, was also angry and was still in the ecstasy illusion. It rushed towards 

the opponent again, and as a result, it completely angered the snake emperor who was thrown down, 

and the kilometer-high body stood upright and bit the opponent’s seven inches. 

 

The psychedelic ancient snake emperor could see the other party’s movements, and he was so 

frightened that he hurriedly flicked his tail and swept the other’s head out. For a time, the two snake 

emperors scuffled together like this, and their thick tails swept back and forth. Under the circumstance, 

the Snake Emperors who were forced to rest have returned to the water. 

 



Lu Yang also retreated to watch the battle from a distance. He had to admit that the strength of the two 

snake emperors was indeed as the Blazing Demon God said. On the basis of the same rank, they far 

surpassed the strength of rank 1.5 of other races. 

 

Seeing that the spells of the lower gods in the sky collided with the power of the lower gods, Lu Yang hid 

in the distance and said to the Blazing Demon God: “I can now understand why you said that there will 

be enemies coming after a while, These two are fighting, and in a short period of time, there is no way 

to tell who will win or lose.” 

 

The Blazing Demon God said with a smile: “The wild race has thick skin and flesh. If the body is broken, 

you can fight for a few more days and nights. Create more flame clones. This time is in your favor.” 

 

Lu Yang felt that this made sense, so he found a place to hide, and chanted a spell in his mouth. 

 

“Separation” 

 

A clone with quasi-god-level magic power split from Lu Yang’s body, released an explosive flame 

technique with Lu Yang, and put a golden soul core into the clone’s hand. After recovering in place for a 

while, Lu Yang went on to create a clone. . 

 

Blazing Demon God said: “Take advantage of the time now, what are the specialties of the 25 races I told 

you about.” 

 

Just as Lu Yang wanted to know these things, he hurriedly listened carefully. It turned out that among 

the races that came this time, in addition to the Silver Moon Demon and the Saint Gold Race, which 

were super races, there were also the Blue Meizu and the Flame Star Edge from the edge of the Extreme 

Cold Palace. of the White Demons. 

 

These two races also have the same spells as the Seven Moons of the Moon and the Golden Body of the 

Holy Light. In addition, the seventeen races such as the Hengjin, Tianthorn, Ghost, and Ethereal can all 

fight to the death. , a powerful race of four races, including the Silver Moon Demon. 

 

The Blazing Demon God said: “There are only five who are really weak, namely the Blood Spirit Clan, the 

Abyss Demon Clan, the Greedy Moon Clan and the Black Tree Clan. Among them, the Blood Spirit Clan 



relies on absorbing the blood spirits from the opposite side to maintain their combat effectiveness and 

entanglement. The longer it is, the greater the chance of the opponent winning. 

 

The abyss demons are purely fighting with strengthThe physical trauma has the greatest impact on 

them. As for the greedy people, they will be protected by the dark moon energy in the dark moon star 

area, and their speed and strength will be greatly enhanced. , but also affected by the body. 

 

The last one is the Black Tree Clan. The combat power is the weakest among all the races, but the 

recovery ability is the strongest. If you face the four weakest, you can quickly hit them hard by using the 

four-armed dharma and explosion. , and then there is a large gravity bonus, there is a great chance to 

kill them. ” 

 

Lu Yang nodded and asked, “There is the last race, you only mentioned four of the five little weak.” 

 

The Blazing Demon God flew out of Lu Yang’s body, looked at him carefully, and said, “Don’t count 13 in 

my heart? You are the last one.” 

 

“Fuck~!” Lu Yang continued to create flame clones and explosions without words. 

 

Chapter 2557: work together 

When Lu Yang was in ambush here, on the other side, the other 25 race powerhouses on the ancient 

battlefield basically found the wild beasts, and even some powerhouses had already hit them. 

 

“Holy Flame Golden Body, get up~!” The quasi-god-level powerhouse of the Holy Gold Clan roared 

proudly in the air. The body was covered with a layer of golden statues. His strength instantly rose to the 

peak of the lower gods, and he hit a far distance with one punch. In the body of a strong blood spirit 

clan. 

 

“The little blood spirit clan also wants to **** wild beasts from me, it’s really courting death~!” The 

strong man of the holy gold clan laughed and chased the blood spirit clan strong man. 

 

the other side. 

 



The quasi-god rank of the Silver Moon Demon Clan saw the strong Saint Gold Clan in the distance, with a 

smile on the corner of his mouth, and flew towards him quickly. This was the signal agreed by the two 

tribes, and the Saint Jin Clan flew into the air and took the initiative to show it Strength, so that the 

Silver Moon Demon can quickly find him, and the two can form a team to kill the enemy together. 

 

Lu Yang also felt the aura of the strong Saint Gold clan in the distant sky. He couldn’t help shaking his 

head. He was looking for death by showing his face. However, it is impossible for more than 20 other 

races to cooperate. Let me say one or two more. Racial cooperation will definitely not be able to beat 

the alliance between the Saint Gold and the Silver Demons. It is estimated that not many of these more 

than 20 races can survive. 

 

He also doesn’t know if the Dark Moon Young Master has any other purpose. In order to avoid 

accidents, he still hides his breath and continues to create clones and explosions. It is a wise choice to 

wait for the two ancient snake emperors to decide the winner. 

 

one day 

 

two days 

 

three days 

 

… 

 

In the fifth day, Lu Yang had created more than 100 flame clones and explosion soul cores, which made 

him a little anxious, because there were not many fighting sounds on the ancient hunting ground, which 

proved that he survived. There are fewer and fewer people, and the battle between the two thousand-

meter-long snakes on his side is very prominent. 

 

“Om~!” 

 

The silver pick in Lu Yang’s hand made a sound. He picked it up and looked at it, and several words 

appeared on it: Where are you? 

 



“You actually contacted me?” Lu Yang was a little surprised, and wrote on the pick: “What’s the 

matter?” 

 

The strong man of the Yinhui Demon Clan was following the strong man of the Saint Gold Clan in the sky 

to find other contestants, and while the other party was not paying attention, he continued to write: “I 

am here to ask for help, I heard that you are the descendant of the Blazing Demon God, The Blazing 

Demon God has a magical power called the Five Senses of Shimmer, which is a top-level search spell. We 

can’t find any other contestants now, can you help me?” 

 

“What are the five senses of shimmering light?” Lu Yang asked curiously. 

 

“Your ability to perceive is called the five senses of shimmer, what’s wrong?” asked the Blazing Demon 

God. 

 

“The contestant from the Yinhui Demon Clan asked me for help to find someone else,” Lu Yang said. 

 

“Do you want to help? Within 200 kilometers, if I want to investigate, I can know.” Blazing Demon God 

said. 

 

Lu Yang shook his head and said, “If you can’t use your magical powers, you should use mine.” 

 

“Clone~!” Lu Yang transformed into eight clones at the same time and flew towards the surroundings. At 

the same time, his consciousness kept jumping on the eight clones, and each time he got into one clone, 

he began to perceive the surrounding situation. 

 

“There is a competitor 2 kilometers to your left.” Lu Yang said. 

 

“As expected of the five senses, I found it so soon, I will contact you again.” Lu Yang frowned at the 

words uploaded from the pick, and continued to stare at the two ancient snake emperors in the 

distance. 

 



The next three days passed. During this period, Lu Yang had to send messages to the Yinhui Demon 

almost twice or three times a day. Each time the message was delivered within half an hour, there 

would be a contestant. There was a screaming sound. 

 

So on the fourth day, Lu Yang discovered a problem, that is, among the remaining contestants, six 

people actually formed an alliance. 

 

Lu Yang immediately told the Yinhui Demon about it, but to his surprise, the Yinhui Demon still charged 

forward with the strong men of the Holy Gold Clan. 

 

“Roar~!” The roar of the ancient snake emperor interrupted Lu Yang’s thoughts. He pulled his 

consciousness back from the spectator’s clone and looked towards the lake in the distance. 

 

The two ancient snake emperors who had been fighting for nine days were all bruised and bruised. One 

of the ancient snake emperors suddenly found the opportunity and bit the other ancient snake emperor 

seven inches. The sharp teeth in his mouth ripped hard, and most of the snake belts were stretched. 

Bitten off with flesh and scales. 

 

“Ow~!” The severely injured ancient snake emperor let out a sharp pained cry, desperately twisting his 

body to flee into the distance, and at the same time, kept releasing lower-level god-level spells to 

prevent another ancient snake emperor from chasing and killing. 

 

The victorious ancient snake emperor ate the scales and flesh of the opponent, and continued to chase 

after him. 

 

The Blazing Demon God said: “In general, the battle of the ancient snake emperor will not be divided 

into life and death. The one who loses expresses his surrender and the battle is over. According to their 

situation, the one who runs will surrender, and you can prepare to launch an attack. .” 

 

Lu Yang nodded. He knew that the opportunity was coming. He controlled more than 100 clones and 

slowly touched the positions of the two ancient snake emperors. 

 

“Woo~~~!” 

 



The battle by the lake became more and more intense. The ancient snake emperor, whose scales and 

flesh were bitten off, was bitten by the opponent again by seven inches, and his body was tightly 

entangled by the opponent. Go out, and every twist will cause more blood to flow out of the bite 

wound, and more flesh to be torn. 

 

Lu Yang felt that the one who was bitten was about to admit defeat, but he had a whim and said to the 

Blazing Demon God: “I use the Thirty-Three Heavens now, what effect will it have?” 

 

The Blazing Demon God shook his head and said, “The injured one is already like this, and it won’t work 

if you use it.” 

 

Lu Yang shook his head with a smile, and said, “I released the uninjured one. You said, the illusion I 

released was just to let him see that the other party didn’t surrender. What would happen?” 

 

Blazing Demon God’s excited soul went numb and said, “Death Fight!” 

 

Lu Yang nodded in understanding, and silently chanted a spell in his mouth. 

 

“Thirty-three Heavens” 

 

The uninjured ancient snake emperor was instantly hit by an illusion. In the illusion, the ancient snake 

emperor bitten by it did not surrender, but kept provoking words, which made him completely angry, 

and the huge mouth that was ready to be released at any time. , actually increased the bite force again, 

and the other ancient snake emperor who was in pain frantically begged for mercy, but this became a 

provocation in the ears of the ancient snake emperor who had been hit by the illusion, and suddenly, 

the bite became more fierce. 

 

With the sound of a click, the injured ancient snake emperor’s seven inches was bitten off. Under the 

severe pain, the ancient snake emperor not only did not die, but also bit the head of the uninjured 

ancient snake emperor. The other party is entangled together, and they have a posture of perishing 

together. 

 

Lu Yang watched from a distance that the two snakes were getting more and more entangled and biting 

harder. 



 

The six quasi-gods who have joined together have the strength to hurt the strong people of the Holy 

Gold Clan. As soon as the two sides come up, they will do their best, and now the winner will be 

decided. If he doesn’t take advantage of this time to kill two of them. Snake, I am afraid that there will 

be no chance. 

 

“Crack~!” 

 

Another crisp voice sounded, Lu Yang looked carefully, and the Snake King who had broken his body 

actually bit the head of the Snake King who had just gained the upper hand under the sneak attack with 

only his head and mouth, and the other one was in pain. The snake emperor kept making a low roar. 

 

The Blazing Demon God suddenly spoke out a reminder, saying, “Using a clone to rush up and hit their 

heads is enough.” 

 

Lu Yang nodded, and activated one of his clones to fly with a golden soul core to the heads of the two 

giant snakes, and he jumped into the mouth of one of them.  

 

“Boom~!” 

 

A mushroom cloud rose into the air, and the heads of the two giant snakes were blown to pieces. Lu 

Yang was extremely distressed when he saw it, and said, “Will this thing’s head be greatly repaired?” 

 

The Blazing Demon God laughed and said, “You are lucky enough to be able to catch two ancient snake 

emperors, quickly bind their bodies and put them in a storage bag, and imprison their souls, otherwise, 

their souls will return to their bodies. , can grow another head.” 

 

“Come on, it’s worthy of being a wild species.” Lu Yang shook his head, and hurriedly used a spell to fit 

the bodies of the two snake emperors according to the instructions of the Blazing Demon God, and then 

used the soul restraint technique to capture the souls of the two giant snakes. 

 

This thing can be given to Zhou Tianming, for the extraterrestrial demon body, this thing is a big 

supplement! 



 

Chapter 2558: final winn 

  

“Boom~!” 

 

A loud noise suddenly erupted in the sky in the distance. Lu Yang turned his head to look. It turned out 

that it was the quasi-god of the Holy Gold Clan who had further exploded his full strength. In the body of 

the Saint Gold Clan strongman, his strength has almost reached the middle stage of the median god. 

 

The quasi-god of the Yinhui Demon Race also exploded the Moonlight Seven form to the fifth form, and 

the strength also reached the middle stage of the median god. 

 

The six quasi-gods that fought against them, the strongest power that erupted was the peak of the 

lower gods or the initial level of the middle gods, and it could only erupt for a while, facing the strong 

people of the Saint Gold Clan and the Yinhui Demon Clan, it was so terrifying. The strength of the six of 

them was afraid. 

 

But at this time, it was too late to run, so I could only fight with all my strength, but the final result was 

that the six powerhouses died tragically on the spot, and the powerhouses of the Saint Gold Clan and 

the Yinhui Demon Clan were only one step lower in strength. Back to the peak of the next **** only. 

 

“Happy, this battle is a joy.” The strong man of the Holy Gold Clan screamed in the sky, and the golden 

body also roared in the sky. Unfortunately, the golden body has been severely damaged and only half of 

its original luster. 

 

The powerhouse of the Yinhui Demon Clan took a right hand move and took the space storage bags on 

the six people. Three of them were distributed to the powerhouse of the Holy Gold Clan, and the other 

three remained in their own. In his hand, he said, “You have contributed more in this battle, and the 

more share will be given to you.” 

 

The strong man of the Holy Gold Clan took the prey by his waist without even looking at them, and said 

with a wicked smile: “There is another idiot, and the last one, it should be in the west, just now I saw the 

explosion of the battle over there, We went over there and killed him.” 

 



“Don’t worry, let me know his exact location, maybe he has already run away.” The strong man of the 

Yinhui Demon Clan smiled and pretended to chant a spell silently, but he actually sent a message to Lu 

through the Silver Moon Pick. Yang, asked: “Help me kill him, you just need to attract his attention.” 

 

“Are you sure you can kill him?” Lu Yang was a little curious. 

 

“Of course, I have the treasure of the Yinhui family, the Hui Ye Blade.” The Yinhui Demon replied. 

 

Lu Yang was a little curious and said to the Blazing Demon God, “What is the Kaguya Blade?” 

 

“Special treasures can release the attacks of the peak spells of the upper gods, but each time they are 

used, they need to be charged for ten days, which is not very practical.” Blazing Demon God said with 

disgust. 

 

“It’s very practical here.” Lu Yang replied to the Yinhui Demon with a smile: “There is a big tree with 

three conjoined trees by the lake, and I will attract him under the tree.” 

 

“It’s a word.” The silver demon looked at the strong man of the holy gold clan around him and said, “I 

found his position, follow me, you just used up too much magic power, let me do it this time.” 

 

“Impossible, the last one is the fire demon who has damaged the face of our strong family. I will crush 

his flame body with my own hands and throw his soul into the blood purgatory to suffer eternal 

torture.” The strong man had a ferocious look on his face, and took the lead to fly to the lakeside area. 

 

As soon as Lu Yang came to the bottom of the three conjoined trees, he sensed that the two of them 

were not far away. He retreated to the area not far away, and with a move with his right hand, a large 

area of flames within a radius of five kilometers rose up, and All the surrounding vegetation was on fire. 

 

Afterwards, Lu Yang turned into a fire element and fell into a flame a hundred meters away. All the 

flame clones were hidden in the ground, leaving only one standing in the burning grass next to the three 

conjoined trees. 

 



“Trick of the eagle, do you think you’re hiding it?” The strong man of the Holy Gold Clan had already 

come to the sky above the three conjoined trees, and following the direction of the silver devil’s finger, 

the golden light turned into a huge fist, heading towards Lu Yang. The position of the clone smashed 

over. 

 

“Death to me~!” 

 

The speed of Jin Guang’s fist is extremely fast, but Lu Yang’s speed is even faster. He controlled the 

clone and jumped into the air instantly, and slammed into the golden body of the strong Saint Jin family. 

 

“Boom~!” 

 

A mushroom cloud steamed up, and the flame damage of the lower god’s first-order, even if the strong 

man of the Holy Gold Clan launched a golden body to fight, was knocked out by the terrifying explosion, 

and fell heavily to the ground. 

 

“Roar~!” 

 

The strong man of the Saint Gold tribe was extremely angry, stood up and looked around to find Lu 

Yang’s position, but at this moment, a silver short sword turned into a streamer and easily pierced the 

golden body of the lower god’s peak, knocking the Saint Gold tribe away. The strong man’s head was cut 

off. 

 

“Why, why?” The Saint Gold Clan powerhouse did not die immediately, and asked the Yinhui Demon 

Clan powerhouse with an unbelievable look in his eyes. 

 

“Because you deserve to die.” The silver demon fell to the ground, with a sinister smile on the corner of 

his mouth, he used the soul arrest technique to imprison the souls of the strong saints and beat them 

into countless fragments of holy light. 

 

“Come out, my human friend, all these things belong to you.” The Yinhui demon powerhouse threw all 

the storage bags on his body in front of Lu Yang, a total of 23, all of which he had been with St. It is 

obtained by killing the strong people of the Jin family. 

 



Lu Yang didn’t come out, but let a clone come out from the ground, put away these storage bags and 

said, “Thank you, as for how I killed this one who made up the Saint Gold Clan, it’s your business. , I’m 

getting ready to go.” 

 

“What are you doing in such a hurry? I heard that you have a Blazing Demon God in your body, why 

don’t you hand it over?” The strong man of the Yinhui Demon Race had a smile on his face, but Qi Ji 

locked on Lu Yang and attacked if he disagreed. stance. 

 

Lu Yang knew this was the result. He controlled his clone to reveal his golden soul core and said, “If you 

live enough, I don’t mind killing you.” 

 

“Just relying on your low-level god’s first-level spell?” The Yinhui Demon sneered and continued to 

approach Lu Yang. 

 

“One is not enough, so many?” Lu Yang’s consciousness wandered among the fifty flame clones. In the 

surrounding forest burning with flames, fifty Lu Yang suddenly appeared, each holding a golden soul in 

his hand. nuclear. 

 

The smile on the Yinhui Demon’s face froze, staring at Lu Yang and saying, “So the one in front of me 

isn’t the real body, you are really cowardly.” 

 

Lu Yang said: “I know that you are looking for my body, but don’t waste your energy, you can’t find it, 

why don’t you give me the spells of the Seven Moons of the Night, so that I won’t use Soul Search on 

you again? surgery.” 

 

Originally, Lu Yang never thought of dealing with the Yinhui Demon, but this kid really dared to step into 

his trap because of his strength, so don’t blame him for being rude.  

 

“Great Gravity Technique, start~!” Lu Yang recited the incantation silently. In an instant, within two 

kilometers of the surrounding area, he was suppressed by a powerful gravity spell. Death, even if it is 

above the lord rank, if it does not reach the monarch rank, even walking will be a problem. 

 

“This, this is the lower god? How could you bring in the magic circle of the lower **** level.” The silver 

demon asked in horror. 



 

Lu Yang smiled and said: “As you said, I have the Blazing Demon God on my body. Originally, I didn’t 

have the ability to smuggle magic energy crystals to set up the magic circle, but the Devil’s Temple of 

Blazing Demon God can be opened at will here. , and one more, the magic energy crystal I brought is a 

quasi-god rank, but the Blazing Demon God has changed it a bit, and it has become a magic circle of 

pseudo-god rank, stop struggling and die.” 

 

His consciousness circulated between the avatars, and fifty avatars burst into flames at the same time, 

and the catapults slammed into the silver demon. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 2558: final winner 

  

“Boom~!” 

 

A loud noise suddenly erupted in the sky in the distance. Lu Yang turned his head to look. It turned out 

that it was the quasi-god of the Holy Gold Clan who had further exploded his full strength. In the body of 

the Saint Gold Clan strongman, his strength has almost reached the middle stage of the median god. 

 

The quasi-god of the Yinhui Demon Race also exploded the Moonlight Seven form to the fifth form, and 

the strength also reached the middle stage of the median god. 

 

The six quasi-gods that fought against them, the strongest power that erupted was the peak of the 

lower gods or the initial level of the middle gods, and it could only erupt for a while, facing the strong 

people of the Saint Gold Clan and the Yinhui Demon Clan, it was so terrifying. The strength of the six of 

them was afraid. 

 

But at this time, it was too late to run, so I could only fight with all my strength, but the final result was 

that the six powerhouses died tragically on the spot, and the powerhouses of the Saint Gold Clan and 

the Yinhui Demon Clan were only one step lower in strength. Back to the peak of the next **** only. 



 

“Happy, this battle is a joy.” The strong man of the Holy Gold Clan screamed in the sky, and the golden 

body also roared in the sky. Unfortunately, the golden body has been severely damaged and only half of 

its original luster. 

 

The powerhouse of the Yinhui Demon Clan took a right hand move and took the space storage bags on 

the six people. Three of them were distributed to the powerhouse of the Holy Gold Clan, and the other 

three remained in their own. In his hand, he said, “You have contributed more in this battle, and the 

more share will be given to you.” 

 

The strong man of the Holy Gold Clan took the prey by his waist without even looking at them, and said 

with a wicked smile: “There is another idiot, and the last one, it should be in the west, just now I saw the 

explosion of the battle over there, We went over there and killed him.” 

 

“Don’t worry, let me know his exact location, maybe he has already run away.” The strong man of the 

Yinhui Demon Clan smiled and pretended to chant a spell silently, but he actually sent a message to Lu 

through the Silver Moon Pick. Yang, asked: “Help me kill him, you just need to attract his attention.” 

 

“Are you sure you can kill him?” Lu Yang was a little curious. 

 

“Of course, I have the treasure of the Yinhui family, the Hui Ye Blade.” The Yinhui Demon replied. 

 

Lu Yang was a little curious and said to the Blazing Demon God, “What is the Kaguya Blade?” 

 

“Special treasures can release the attacks of the peak spells of the upper gods, but each time they are 

used, they need to be charged for ten days, which is not very practical.” Blazing Demon God said with 

disgust. 

 

“It’s very practical here.” Lu Yang replied to the Yinhui Demon with a smile: “There is a big tree with 

three conjoined trees by the lake, and I will attract him under the tree.” 

 

“It’s a word.” The silver demon looked at the strong man of the holy gold clan around him and said, “I 

found his position, follow me, you just used up too much magic power, let me do it this time.” 



 

“Impossible, the last one is the fire demon who has damaged the face of our strong family. I will crush 

his flame body with my own hands and throw his soul into the blood purgatory to suffer eternal 

torture.” The strong man had a ferocious look on his face, and took the lead to fly to the lakeside area. 

 

As soon as Lu Yang came to the bottom of the three conjoined trees, he sensed that the two of them 

were not far away. He retreated to the area not far away, and with a move with his right hand, a large 

area of flames within a radius of five kilometers rose up, and All the surrounding vegetation was on fire. 

 

Afterwards, Lu Yang turned into a fire element and fell into a flame a hundred meters away. All the 

flame clones were hidden in the ground, leaving only one standing in the burning grass next to the three 

conjoined trees. 

 

“Trick of the eagle, do you think you’re hiding it?” The strong man of the Holy Gold Clan had already 

come to the sky above the three conjoined trees, and following the direction of the silver devil’s finger, 

the golden light turned into a huge fist, heading towards Lu Yang. The position of the clone smashed 

over. 

 

“Death to me~!” 

 

The speed of Jin Guang’s fist is extremely fast, but Lu Yang’s speed is even faster. He controlled the 

clone and jumped into the air instantly, and slammed into the golden body of the strong Saint Jin family. 

 

“Boom~!” 

 

A mushroom cloud steamed up, and the flame damage of the lower god’s first-order, even if the strong 

man of the Holy Gold Clan launched a golden body to fight, was knocked out by the terrifying explosion, 

and fell heavily to the ground. 

 

“Roar~!” 

 

The strong man of the Saint Gold tribe was extremely angry, stood up and looked around to find Lu 

Yang’s position, but at this moment, a silver short sword turned into a streamer and easily pierced the 



golden body of the lower god’s peak, knocking the Saint Gold tribe away. The strong man’s head was cut 

off. 

 

“Why, why?” The Saint Gold Clan powerhouse did not die immediately, and asked the Yinhui Demon 

Clan powerhouse with an unbelievable look in his eyes. 

 

“Because you deserve to die.” The silver demon fell to the ground, with a sinister smile on the corner of 

his mouth, he used the soul arrest technique to imprison the souls of the strong saints and beat them 

into countless fragments of holy light. 

 

“Come out, my human friend, all these things belong to you.” The Yinhui demon powerhouse threw all 

the storage bags on his body in front of Lu Yang, a total of 23, all of which he had been with St. It is 

obtained by killing the strong people of the Jin family. 

 

Lu Yang didn’t come out, but let a clone come out from the ground, put away these storage bags and 

said, “Thank you, as for how I killed this one who made up the Saint Gold Clan, it’s your business. , I’m 

getting ready to go.” 

 

“What are you doing in such a hurry? I heard that you have a Blazing Demon God in your body, why 

don’t you hand it over?” The strong man of the Yinhui Demon Race had a smile on his face, but Qi Ji 

locked on Lu Yang and attacked if he disagreed. stance. 

 

Lu Yang knew this was the result. He controlled his clone to reveal his golden soul core and said, “If you 

live enough, I don’t mind killing you.” 

 

“Just relying on your low-level god’s first-level spell?” The Yinhui Demon sneered and continued to 

approach Lu Yang. 

 

“One is not enough, so many?” Lu Yang’s consciousness wandered among the fifty flame clones. In the 

surrounding forest burning with flames, fifty Lu Yang suddenly appeared, each holding a golden soul in 

his hand. nuclear. 

 

The smile on the Yinhui Demon’s face froze, staring at Lu Yang and saying, “So the one in front of me 

isn’t the real body, you are really cowardly.” 



 

Lu Yang said: “I know that you are looking for my body, but don’t waste your energy, you can’t find it, 

why don’t you give me the spells of the Seven Moons of the Night, so that I won’t use Soul Search on 

you again? surgery.” 

 

Originally, Lu Yang never thought of dealing with the Yinhui Demon, but this kid really dared to step into 

his trap because of his strength, so don’t blame him for being rude.  

 

“Great Gravity Technique, start~!” Lu Yang recited the incantation silently. In an instant, within two 

kilometers of the surrounding area, he was suppressed by a powerful gravity spell. Death, even if it is 

above the lord rank, if it does not reach the monarch rank, even walking will be a problem. 

 

“This, this is the lower god? How could you bring in the magic circle of the lower **** level.” The silver 

demon asked in horror. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said: “As you said, I have the Blazing Demon God on my body. Originally, I didn’t 

have the ability to smuggle magic energy crystals to set up the magic circle, but the Devil’s Temple of 

Blazing Demon God can be opened at will here. , and one more, the magic energy crystal I brought is a 

quasi-god rank, but the Blazing Demon God has changed it a bit, and it has become a magic circle of 

pseudo-god rank, stop struggling and die.” 

 

His consciousness circulated between the avatars, and fifty avatars burst into flames at the same time, 

and the catapults slammed into the silver demon. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 2559: Weaknesses of Ancient Races 

  

Lu Yang’s coveting the seventh form of the Moon Night is not a day or two, but this kind of trick is not 

even known to the Blazing Demon God, and the entire other world is only available to a few races that 

have been handed down from ancient times. It can be seen how rare this kind of magic is. 



 

In the Jagged Brotherhood, in addition to Lu Yang and Zhuojiu, Bai Shi, Zhou Tianming, Xia Yuwei, Kuai 

Bansheng, Liu Ruohuai and De Bujushi can all learn. 

 

The quasi-gods can explode the combat power of the lower gods, and the median gods can explode the 

battle power of the main gods. If their brothers have learned it, they still need to worry about the attack 

of other world races. 

 

It’s a pity that Lu Yang couldn’t beat the Dark Moon Young Master at all, and he didn’t have the chance 

to meet the members of the Yinhui Demon Clan. Now he finally met one, who had learned the seventh 

form of Dark Moon, and the opponent’s strength after many battles. He will never miss this opportunity 

for a clan with a serious decline. 

 

“boom” 

 

“boom” 

 

“boom” 

 

… 

 

One by one, the flame clones slammed into the silver demon powerhouse with golden soul cores. This 

sudden attack, coupled with the limitation of the large gravity technique, the silver demon powerhouse 

could not escape at all. , can only rely on the body to resist, but this is the magic power of the first-level 

lower gods, even if the opponent is in the peak state of the lower gods, it is still painful to be bombed. 

 

“Lu Yang, you have to pay for your actions, you have to pay for your actions! Do you really think that you 

can beat me if you have a remnant soul of the Blazing Demon God?” Roaring wildly, a silver light 

suddenly appeared from the body. 

 

The flame clone and golden soul core exploded in front of him again, but they were all blocked by the 

silver light, unable to cause any damage to him. 

 



Lu Yang took a closer look and found that a small silver shield appeared in the opponent’s hand at some 

point. 

 

“I thought you had some special ability, didn’t you just rely on the shadow of your ancestors to use 

abilities that didn’t belong to you?” Lu Yang sneered and opened the third eye on his forehead. 

 

“This is the strength of my clan, so what if you have the remnant soul of the blazing demon god? Did you 

break the lower god’s peak round shield in my hand?” The magic surged wildly. 

 

Lu Yang sneered and directed a clone to continue the attack. Just when the silver demon powerhouse 

held a shield to protect his chest and wanted to resist again, the third eye on Lu Yang’s forehead 

instantly spewed out a white flame, attached to the silver on top of the shield. 

 

“Dang bang~!” 

 

In an instant, the silver round shield made a crisp sound, and fell to the ground in twelve parts. 

Countless rune rays of light scattered from the break of the shield, as gorgeous as fireworks. 

 

“My Silver Moon Shield, ah~!” The strong man of the Yinhui Demon Race was excited about the 

shattering of the shield, but didn’t notice that another Lu Yang’s clone had slammed into him. 

 

A mushroom cloud rose up, and the damage of the lower god’s first-order was taken over by the 

powerhouses of the silver demon clan with their bodies. 

 

Even if he was in the peak state of the lower god, his skin was still black, his right arm was blown open, 

and he spat out several mouthfuls of silver blood. 

 

“Lu Yang, you lowly human, I’m going to kill you! I’m going to kill you~!” The strong man of the Yinhui 

Demon Race was furious in pain, ignoring the wounds on his body. A meter-long silver pillar flew out and 

stopped on top of his head. One emitted a silver light, forming a shield barrier to protect him within 10 

meters. Inside. 

 



Lu Yang suddenly felt that his entire body became stiff, and the avatar’s mobility was suppressed and he 

could barely walk. At this moment, the third silver pillar was aimed at Lu Yang’s head. 

 

“Om!” 

 

The silver light shot out, and Lu Yang’s head and body were shot on the spot. What was even more 

terrifying was that when Lu Yang’s body was reborn, he actually felt that there was something silver in 

his body that was preventing him from recovering, and even hindering the operation of his magic power. 

. 

 

“One more time, one more time, I can make your body tortured by silver water forever, I want to make 

your life worse than death, and the pain is unbearable!” The expression of the strong man of the Yinhui 

Demon Race became more and more hideous. 

 

Lu Yang reorganized his body and looked at the silver water flowing in his body with a dignified 

expression. His forehead aimed at the silver pillar and shot out light, but was avoided by the silver pillar. 

In turn, the silver light shot by the silver pillar exploded again. Lu Yang’s body. 

 

“What kind of exercise is this, why is my body getting heavier and heavier.” Lu Yang reorganized his 

body again and continued to shoot the pure world fire at the silver pillar, but he was still avoided by the 

other side. Then, his body was shot by the silver pillar again. The light exploded. 

 

once 

 

twice 

 

three times 

 

… 

 

When he was shot ten times in a row, Lu Yang’s body was covered with silver light, his magic power was 

almost unable to function, even walking became difficult, and the third eye on his forehead could not be 

opened. 



 

“Poor human being, this is the biggest difference between you and me, you only have the remnant soul 

of a blazing demon god, but behind me is the entire silver demon clan, how can you beat my artifact, 

hand it over to you The Blazing Demon God in your body.” The strong man of the Yinhui Demon Clan 

flew to Lu Yang with a wild laugh, grabbed Lu Yang’s neck with one hand, and began to extract the 

remnant soul of the Blazing Demon God. 

 

“boom” 

 

Lu Yang’s body turned into a flash of fire and disappeared out of thin air, and the strong man of the 

silver demon clan looked confused, but in the next second, Lu Yang in the form of a four-armed demon 

flew out from the ground with a violent red flame. A golden soul core hangs from each arm, and at the 

same time he is pressed to the neck of the silver demon powerhouse. 

 

“Break me!” 

 

With Lu Yang’s loud roar, four mushroom clouds exploded at the neck of the Yinhui demon powerhouse. 

 

Lu Yang’s body was blasted out in an instant, and the four arms could not be maintained, and he 

vomited blood, but his face did not show the slightest pain, but instead showed a look of ecstasy, 

because the Yinhui demon powerhouse The head is flying into the air. 

 

“Come here.” Lu Yang shot a purple flame from his right hand, grabbed the head of the Yinhui demon 

powerhouse, pulled it in front of him, smiled at the other’s head, and said, “Now I tell you, the blazing 

demon **** What I have been taught is endless knowledge and fighting skills, how can a waste like you 

who grew up under the protection of your family be able to beat me?” 

 

“Impossible, it’s impossible, how could I fall into your illusion, I am a silver demon, I can’t fall into an 

illusion.” The faces of the silver demons were full of unwillingness. 

 

That kind of big illusion, the silver demons, is difficult to be psychedelic, because the demon blood itself 

has a great immunity to illusion. Once it is discovered that the illusion is in, it will quickly cast the power 

of the dark moon to get rid of the illusion. ‘s bondage. 

 



Lu Yang learned the characteristics of this race from the Blazing Demon God, so he did not use a large-

scale illusion, but a simple spell like the ancient snake emperor, which made the other party more 

willing to see what he wanted to see. That’s all, plus he has the secret technique taught by the previous 

God King, the Blazing Demon God, and turned into a tiny fire element beating in the flames. This is not 

the silver demon, a race that has never been a God King understandable. 

 

“I won’t kill you, I will only read your secrets. You still have a chance to face me. I hope you can be 

smarter next time.” Lu Yang won’t tell the Yinhui Demon how he did it. A white light was emitted and 

began to extract the memory of the other party. 

 

The Blazing Demon God looked at the silver demon with a painful expression, shook his head and said, “I 

have always looked down on the descendants of these great clans who possess secret techniques. The 

burden the clan has given them is too heavy. Let them go out to fight, just like this, once they fail and 

are captured, the secret method of the clan cannot be preserved, and they can only be sent to places 

where there is no danger to experience, but there are so many absolutely safe battlefields, and how can 

there be so many What about the miss?” 

 

While searching, Lu Yang said with a smile: “No wonder the Yinhui demons would come to such a place.  

co-authored Young Master Dark Moon to let him come here to practice, thinking that it is absolutely 

safe here.” 

 

The Blazing Demon God said, “What are you going to do next? If you don’t kill him, aren’t you afraid that 

he will go back and tell the truth?” 

 

Lu Yang said: “If he had the guts, he would explode the moment I broke his head. I searched for a secret 

technique of their family. Once they were defeated and captured, I asked them to use it instantly to 

explode their souls. The guy is not willing to blow himself up at all, let alone a whistleblower, it is already 

the biggest secret that he lost his own unique skills.” 

 

“It’s another useless waste.” Blazing Demon God didn’t bother to answer, and said, “I found the secret 

technique and show me a look.” 

 

Lu Yang nodded and continued to draw. 

 

Chapter 2560: Kill the snake king 



  

, Raging Fire of Rebirth 

 

“His Royal Highness.” The first elder, the second elder, and others shouted in horror, trying their best to 

get rid of the turbid wine and others and go back to protect the Blood Spirit Snake Emperor, but as their 

magic power increased, the toxins in their bodies also erupted, a All of them fell to their knees on the 

ground, rolling over and over in pain. 

 

“How is this possible? What kind of toxin is this? I…” The Great Elder’s face was terrified and dazed. 

 

Old Jones jumped excitedly and rushed in front of the elder, and laughed madly: “I can’t believe that the 

blood spirit snake clan, which is good at using poison, will be killed by other races with poison one day. I 

have studied dozens of times. Nian, my clan, I have avenged you.” 

 

Old Jones raised the bone knife and swiped hard, the head of the first elder fell to the ground, followed 

him to the front of the second elder, and took away another head with one knife… 

 

There were still thirteen elders left, all of whom were slaughtered by Old Jones. Then, Old Jones flew to 

Lu Yang’s side, stared at the huge blood snake body in front of him, and said with hatred: “Help me, let 

me I killed him.” 

 

Lu Yang nodded, launched the Thunder Fire Seed, and another golden soul core slowly emerged in his 

hand, he said to Old Jones: “If you hit this seed into the body of the Blood Spirit Snake Emperor, he will 

not be able to hold the second one. attacked.” 

 

“Well.” Old Jones gathered his magic power. 

 

“Slow~!” Lu Yang suddenly thought of something, and said to Old Jones, “If you just kill him like this, can 

you get back the blood of the Blood Spirit Snake Emperor, as well as the blood of the Shadow Snake 

Emperor of your clan? ” 

 

Old Jones blinked and said, “I haven’t thought about this problem, but it’s unlikely. It takes a long time 

to absorb the blood.” 



 

Lu Yang said with a smile: “Then let’s fight in another direction, you blow his head, slowly absorb the 

blood in his body, this belongs to you, and also belongs to the ancient ten-headed snake, if you want, I 

will It can help you reproduce the strongest state of the ten-headed snake.” 

 

“Master, Old Jones is willing to devote his life to you.” Old Jones knelt in front of Lu Yang, and the words 

of a slave ancient elf appeared on his head. 

 

If you want to return to the state of the ancient ten-headed snake, you must first slaughter the 

remaining seven snake tribes, and rob their blood. After that, you need to sneak into the Arctic Palace, 

take the last snake head, and absorb the energy inside. The difficulty of this can be imagined. 

 

Old Jones had never had such an idea before, but now that Lu Yang said it, Old Jones was moved. As a 

descendant of the Ten-Headed Snake, he was born with a desire to restore the blood of the Ten-Headed 

Snake, so he was willing to Kneeling on the ground, praying for Lu Yang’s help. 

 

Lu Yang pressed his right hand on the top of Old Jones’ head, accepted the slave contract controlled by 

the ancient elements, and felt the loyalty in Old Jones’ mind. He placed the golden soul core in front of 

Old Jones with satisfaction and said, “Kill the blood Spirit Snake Emperor, go and absorb it.” 

 

Old Jones punched out, the golden soul core instantly drilled into the mouth of the wailing Blood Spirit 

Snake Emperor, another mushroom cloud rose up, and the Blood Spirit Snake Emperor’s head was 

blown to pieces, leaving only a huge red and green mixed A special soul core together. 

 

“This is the soul core of the Blood Spirit Snake King fused with our Shadow Snake King.” Old Jones said 

excitedly, but did not walk over. 

 

“Go, you deserve it.” Lu Yang said with a smile. 

 

Old Jones didn’t rush over, but turned his head to look at Lu Yang and said respectfully, “Master, please 

forgive my infidelity before, I concealed one thing from you.” 

 

Lu Yang asked with a smile, “What’s the matter?” 



 

“Master, there is also a Hunter’s token hidden in the volcano of No Tears Camp. If you get this token, 

you can enter the ancient hunting ground and let your clan quickly improve their strength.” Old Jones 

said . 

 

“The Hunter’s Token?” Lu Yang was a little curious, he didn’t know what it was, but Malthus and the 

Blazing Demon God knew that they both appeared in front of Old Jones at the same time. 

 

“How did you know about the Hunter’s Token?” Malthus asked, staring at Old Jones. 

 

“I specially refine and detoxify the toxins for the people of His Highness, so I know about it,” said Old 

Jones. 

 

Lu Yang asked, “Is this place special?” 

 

Malthus said: “Of course it is special. The ancient hunting grounds are the gathering areas of some 

ancient creatures with powerful strength but low intelligence. At present, these areas are protected. 

Every year, only the strong who have obtained the hunter’s token are allowed to enter. Inside, as for 

how much you can harvest, it all depends on personal luck, but even if you only hunt an ancient 

creature, their flesh and blood can stimulate the potential of your subordinates, allowing them to 

quickly advance to the monarch rank.” 

 

Blazing Demon God said: “The ancient hunting ground is located in the sealed place of the ancient 

battlefield. It was made by gathering hundreds of **** kings and casting spells together. According to 

the agreement, we only left one door that can be entered, and, Only those who hold the hunting token 

can enter this gate, and the rest of the creatures cannot.” 

 

“Is the token very rare?” Lu Yang was a little curious. 

 

Blazing Demon God said: “Only twenty-six races can enter every year, and the number of hunts is also 

fixed within one thousand. You said that it is rare.” 

 

Malthus said: “The highest strength to enter is the quasi-godYou are very lucky to be stuck at this rank, 

but the last time you can enter is the **** race, maybe even the **** race, the strength of the enemy is 



very strong Strong, this is not an easy task, and once there are enough hunted creatures, the restricted 

area will send all the strong ones out.” 

 

Lu Yang said: “That is to say, as soon as each clan enters, they will kill each other, right.” 

 

Malthus nodded and said, “That’s right.” 

 

Lu Yang nodded in understanding, and said to Old Jones with a smile, “Thank you for your honesty, let’s 

go.” 

 

Old Jones bowed to Lu Yang, the Blazing Demon God and Malthus, and then flew to the soul core of the 

Blood Spirit Snake Emperor, sucking wildly. 

 

Lu Yang said to the Blazing Demon God and Malthus, “Looks like I have to go to the Tearsless Camp as 

soon as possible.” 

 

Malthus said: “You really should have gone earlier, your clan’s comprehension is too low, even with so 

many cultivation resources, their cultivation speed is still too slow, the next time the enemies of the 

invasion are still all above the strength of the monarch, not every Once you have such a good life, you 

can win by tricks.” 

 

Lu Yang sighed. He was also sighing about this matter. With the cultivation resources of five million 

population races, it was a miracle that his subordinates could go from the second or third rank to the 

king rank in a short period of time. He needed this kind of Something that can improve comprehension 

allows subordinates to accelerate their strength. 

 

A blood-red flame emerged from his hand, refining the body of the Blood Spirit Snake Emperor and the 

corpses of the elders with red flames, and said to Zhuojiu, Bai Shi and others: “Take the brothers to the 

Blood Spirit Snake. In the emperor’s nest, take away all the cultivation resources, and send a wave of 

people to smash all the dragon eggs and kill all the blood snakes.” 

 

“Yes.” Zhuojiu, Bai Shi and the others nodded, and went to work with their subordinates. 

 


